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CHAPTER I 

IBTROWJCTIOIf 

If ©m traoed the life of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 

backward from M s peak of fame, the publication and popu-
I 

l&rity of Hiawatha, he would unconsciously try to inter* 

pret the beginning of M a life and career in the knowledge 

of all that has been gathered in returning to it, and 

possibly attach importance to minor details * let, early 

in M s life, Longfellow could haw served as the "perfeet 

symbol of a yotmg ambitious country that hardly knew as yet 
2 

where it was going but felt sure it was on the way." 

Longfellow was considered fortunate in respect to 
% 

"stock and environment,®*^ He was born into an aristocraoy 

wMch was definitely not middle-class • His ancestry was 

both Puritan and Pilgrim# Fro® M s mother he must have in-
k 

herited "the imaginative and romantic"1 side of M s nature, 

1 
Mbert Keiser, jajlift M M M t i M 8 MSgaSBE&i P-189. 

% . Spiller and others, Literary History of United 
Itftitl? 592# 

A. F* Schuster, "Introduction,w The Song of Hiawatha,. 
p» H i . 

V Longfellow, M£§. si Baaac Ififeygfill Lo^feiipw, I, if. 



for she encouraged M s pursuit of knowledge and stimulated 

M s interest in the refinements of society, lis father, too^ 

contributed M s share by directing M s along the lines toward 

economic success • the Sew England wMch he represented was 

the "highest and most homogeneous culture this country has 
5 

yet produced.'* 

Longfellow attended Bowdcin College, but before h# • 
6 

graduated in 1825 he had written verse "rather copiously," 

and tMs early success and popularity had strengthened M s 

desire to enter the literary field as a poet*- la a letter 

to M s father, written April 30# 182^, we see M s first' 

approach' to the subject, for M s father had planned for M a 

to be a lawyer# The letter contained! 
But in tMnking to make a lawyer of as, I fear 

you thought more 'partially than Justly*1 I hardly 
tMnk latere designed m for the bar, or the pulpit, 
or the dissecting-room. 7 

It was at this time that Longfellow first became In-

terested in writing about the Indiana, The three short 

poems, on the theme of Indians, composed at tMs time are 
8 

"Lover's Hock," "Jeckoyva," and "The Indian Hunter.* They 

5 
P* 1* Jfore, Mmm* *4fth Series, p. 155% 

6 
Schuster, fig, P* 

? 
Longfellow, clt.» p* k* 

8 
Sm 9mmM,jn muims, §£. l a , U m £ & i 

298-303. (Hereafter referred to as Longfellow, tfoAa.l 



were insignificant, but showed his marked interest in the 

aborigines* Later that year, 1825, he wrote the poem, 

"Burial of the Minnisink," which was included in the con-

tents of his first collection of poems, "Voices of the 

flight." 

Apparently his reading of Heckewelderfs Account of thy 

llstezt fcm«,s,» ju& fSxMtom & iM latoa MrifrftM S& 

teaggtoalft § M S M M & M » ^4©h he mentioned 
9 

in a letter to his mother, November 9> 1823, and his role as 

King Philip in a "Dialogue between a North American Indian 

and & European" in the Junior Exhibition in December, 1823, 

had heightened M s interest in the subject. 

That interest was soon interrupted by Bowdoin^ offer-

ing him six hundred dollars a year for three years to study 

abroad in preparation to teach modern languages* Late in 

1829 he joined the faculty of Bowdoin, and the next few years 

his writing took the form of translations, grammars, and 

linguistic studies* 

In 1835 Harvard offered him the Smith professorship of 

modern languages, and after another year spent in Europe, he 

began his duties at Harvard and M s long residence in Cam-

bridge# Established in Craigie House, which was a wedding 

gift from the father of M s second wife, he soon became the 

9 
Longfellow, op. eltM p. 32# 



central figure in a congenial group of friends. These sur-

roundings were conducive to literary endeavors of a dif-

ferent kind for in succession appeared Outre Mar in 1835, 
10 

Iteilga ana M M M , M in 3-839* 

. Longfellow1s interest in Indians bad not waned during 

this period# He wrote to his father in 1827 about "the grand 
11 

display of Indians in Boston." His next poem with an In-

dian theaie was "To a Driving Cloud , * written in 18^5 

before .gy,mgi,l&t, appeared in 18^7, and 2tH tsM§3 M £ § M 

in 1851*12 

"Long before the poet had reached the zenith of his 
13 

reputation, the professor had grown weary of his chair** 

His eighteen years of service had dulled his enthusiasm for 

a scholarly, academic career, so he resigned in 18 5%* 
Longfellow*s Acquaintance with Kah-ge-ga-gahrbowh, the 

1H 

Cjibway chief, and the pleas of a former student to make 

10 
ilXsm iSSMl m i ££8flJt> ̂ 3 ^ edition, p. 73*+* ^Longfellow, WorksT I, ¥fr» 

12 
Samuel Longfellow, lima FMaiflfilll i*9M," 

UJklm, *•£, 26?-. 
13 
Schuster, cit,t p. 30. 

m-
Ihid.M p. 36. 
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15 
son© Indian legends into a poem, apparently set Mia on « 

diligent search for aaterials to carry out such a plan for 

writing a poem with a time American theme and background. 

In June of 185^ he recorded in M s Journal the suc-

cess of that searchI 
22d. 1 ha¥# at length hit upon a plan for a poem 
on the American Indianst wMch seems the right one, 
and only one« It is to weave their beautiful tradi~ 
tion® into a whole# . . . . . . • 

25th. I could not help this evening making a begin-
ning of 'Mamboaho,' or whatever the poem is to be 

' called. His adventures will form the theme at all 
events* 

28th, Worked at 'Manabozhoj1 or, as I tMrik I shall 
call it, 'Hiawatha,'—that being anotha* name for the 
same personage, 16 

Researches. and History; q£ fSlfeift fit 

the United Statesf both by Henry Howe Schooloraft, formed 

the rtaineM froa wMch Longfellow dredged "Mi preliminary 
17 

information and si tuatlons * 

The first result of Longfellow*s freedom in the purely 

literary realm of writing, free froa teacMng duties, was 

The of Hiawatha, published in 1855# The Idea of writing 

15 
0. L. Austin, Hpnry Wadsworth P* 322» 

16 
Samuel Longfellow, LJISL Ql &J3SE MMfMffltB. & U K -

teim, ix» a*. 
17 
H. S. Gornan, A P* 



about the American Indians had been taking; shape la his 

sind for many years although not in a definite form. The 

work on the poem progressed slowly through 185H, for he vaa 

determined to create a letter-porfect poem, so far as 

scholarship was concerned • The first draft waa completed 

by .February, 1855> and during April and Hay he tewrotr it 

for the press. 

• When the inspiration came, lie covered a large 
space with verses; but he had the power to go back, 
and to forge anew or retouch before the fire had 
cooled» His methods were careful to the last degree| 
poems were kept and considered a long time, line by 
ilne$ and fee sometimes had them set up in type for 
better scrutiny. They were left so perhaps' for 

, months* and when they appeared it was after rigorous 
criticism had been exhausted. 18 

He received proof-sheets early in June, and on 

November 10 the first edition of five thousand copies was 
19 

published by Tieknor and Fields. Hiawatha created an 

inst&nt upheaval in the literary world of that day, and by 

December 11 eleven thousand copies had been sold. Accord-

ing to Gristtold, writing in 1856, 
t»I4 m 1 f»4» Q a # XI4 flf.rfii'Vifi . lna% «i 

widely read than any other poei 
length within so short a period front its publication. 

Samuel Longfellow. Final Memorialst p. 350. 

19 
Gorman, £$» eit., p. 2?3. 



In three months twenty thousand copies were soli 
la the United. States alone, 20 

Its publication caused newspapers and periodicals to 

make 'Hold and sometimes bitter charges. 

20 
a. w* ariswoia, ate U i mk imMx JS£ is§zas&» 

p. 355. 



CHAPTER II 

CRITICAL EVALUATIONS Of HIAMATM 

flie foundation for a critical reception of gjamtlM,, 

had begun as early m 1839# Longfellow's Inlfif Q& JttMfc 

Hlghtt published December 10, 1839, was a small book, but 

included the posit, «The Beleagured City," which was the 

opening wedge that gave Edgar Allan Poe an opportunity to 

vent M s fury at Xftagfellow with M s first charges of 
X 

plagiarism* ' Hext, in 18*3, after the publication of the 

poe;a entitled "The Good George Campbell11 he furthered his 
s 

campaign with the charge of imitation, and, again, with hi® 

review of "The Spanish Student*" However, it was in his 

criticism ©f "The Waif« for the fflfflHk January l*f, 

I8*f6, that he stated* "it is infected with % mo^al M M * n 

and "These aen Mr* Iiongfellow can continuously imitate (is 
3 

that the word?) and yet never even incidentally cossaend" 

that actually arouse# indignation among sera© of Longfellow's 

literary friends* They attempted to defend Longfellow from 
1 

Gorman, i P» 

2 

Mgar Allan Foe, Works. VI, 326• 

3lbid.. p» 258* 

8 



the charges, and the whole action resulted in what has been 
k 

termed the "tongfellow War," 

In 18^5 William Gllaor© Simms blasted Longfellow in % 

very ataslin article** in a aagazlne review* Also, in a letter 

to It art Duycknlck, an influential litterateur, he wrote* ttI 

think Longfellow's "Waif* a poor compilation, I had almost 

said a dishonest one,H but M s true estimate of Longfellow 

and his influence is clearly given In a latter, dated 

July 15» 18*f5, in which he writes of the lew England group 

in general and Longfellow in particular* Ba says "They have, 

curiously enough, fastened our faith to the very writers who, 

least of all others, possess a native character. Such is 

iongfellow, a aan of nice taste, a clever init ator—siaply 
5 

an adroit artist#*1 

According to Longfellow's entry in his diary on Deceaber 

11, l$f5~»tvo days after his notation of Simms*s articles*-* 

we find that Margaret Puller had aade wa furious onslaught* 
upon hi® in Jfcfc Igw York Tribune. which he termed wa bilious 

6 

attack »n Upon examination of her article we find that 

Longfellow sight have benefited by accepting her strictures, 

William Qllaore Simms, Letters. II, ?*•> 

5 
Ibid»y p« 9^t 

6 

Longfellow, fifflag isagSstiSHf 2*9* 



10 

fop they were soundly reasoned and sharp la censure, If not 
1 

courteously phrased. She rather regretted, not jealously 

as with Foe| that "exaggerated praises'* had been glvm to 

f,a person of moderate powers instead of" reserving those 

honors for the highest." She recognised the "swet and 

tender passages descriptive of his personal feelings,* but, 

also, knew that he had *no style of his own growing out of 

his own experiences and observations of nature* Satnm with 

M m | whether buroan or external, is always seen through the 

windows of literature** she did try to defend hi® from the 

harsh charges of plagiarisms which Poe was promoting by say* 

ing that she could not conceive of anyone's being anxious to 

accuse M a of such charges, '"when we had supposed it so ob%» 

•iotis that the greater part of his jsent&l stories were de- • 
8 

rived fro® the work of others»n 

These three, Edgar Allan poe, William dllaertt Slnm*, and 

Margaret fuller, sounded discordant notes la the voice• .of 

contemporary criticism that interrupted the theae-song of 

praise in his lifetime Certain strong principles of critic 

cisia had prompted Poe fs abusive and personal attacks—-"He 

hated secondary genius in poetry* He despised sentimentality, 

Be detested and feared the aonstrous log-rolling of the Hew 
7 
G. H# Carpenter, flatta faiMlfll, P* 91* 

8 
TV Higginaon, jigim! teUJU P* 29k* 
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England group. The didactic element in letters nauseated 
9 

hiauw He maintained that the literary artist's function 

was to build a completely new tiling of beauty* - to the extent 

that human genius permitted* Longfellow held a different 

belief for he thought the poet's function was "not creation* 
10 ; • 

but Insight * " He considered nimself in the position of the 

Middle s®% ,lwho collected beautiful thoughts and tales wher©-

ewr he could* and then reshaped and re sung them in the m y 
11 

most natural to Ma* 3 

Cradled in this critical M^growal created by Poe, 

ELawathja was attacked severely, and Longfellow found hiia~ 

self entangled with criticisms and defease for almost a year 

and a half after the publication. A most flagrant charge of 

plagiarism was directed at Longfellow by a reviewer of the 

Washington Intelligencer who signed the initials «T* C, P*« 

He asserted that Longfellow had borrowed not only the raster* 

but also "asany of the most striking incidents of the Finn!oh 

Epic and transferred them to the African Indiana11 without 

proper acknowledgment« 
9 
Gorman, ££» £&£«» P* 2^3 • 

10« * C» Stedman, Poets of Aaericaf p. 217# 

11 
Carpenter, olt M p, 9*f» 

12 
Albert Reiser, Indian iMeriea^ Literature. 

Pt 193* 
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Longfellow did not publicly deny the charges of plagia-

rism, tat in a letter to M s friend, Charles Sumner, December 

3i 1855, he clearly admitted his debt to Schoolcraft and to 

tb* Kalevala. and fliaiimted those charges of borrowing from 

either. He wrote1 

This is truly one of the greatest literary ©tit* 
rages I ever heard of. lorn see vhat tho charge of 
imitation aaounts to by the extracts given.. •» I can 
give chapter and verse for these legends* Their 
chief value is that the3/ ap, Indian legends, 1 know 
the falwralfc very well? and that so* of its legends 
resemble the Indian stories preserved by Schoolcraft 
is very true• But the idea of saving me responsible 
for that is too ludicrous* 13 

Soon afterwards, in England, the aeter of 

was discussed in the newspapers. Some reviewers claimed 

the meter was taken from the Spaniards rather than the 

Finns• That matter, though, was corrected by Ferdinand 

Freilgarth, a friend of Longfellow's, and a reviewer of 

the Athenaeum. He wrote Longfellow from London, December 

7, 1855, and gave his solution to the controversy, which 

he thought should settle the question at once. He ex-

plained that* *The characteristic feature, which shows 

that you have fetched the metre from the Finns, is the 

parallallflm adopted so skillfully and so gracefully in 

Hiawatha,** ' Longfellow did not. take issue with Freilgarth 

13 
Longfellow, ££• fill* 9 P* 268, 

Ik 
Ibid«y p. 269. 



13 
/ 

over this solution, but still contended "that the parallel* 

ism, op repetition* is as much the characteristic of Indian 
15 

as of Finnish song#* 

The rising volume of hearty praise from his literary 

circle of friends and admirera aoon drowned out this quick 

flurry of criticism. Bayard Taylor, a historian, was ist* 

pressed with the skill used in "representing the purely 

poetical aspects of Indian life and tradition*" He pre-

dicted that it would be "parodied," yet "live after the 
16 

Indian race has vanished froa our Continent," Bancroft, 

an editor and critic, at Prescott's insistence, added his 

comirsendation that "you have raada everything of your subject 
17 

which it permitted*" 
18 

Longfellow spoke of Hiawatha as an "Indian Edda," or 
"the saga of a legendary hero sent as & benefactor to•the 

19 
American Indians," but from a remark he made in a letter 

to Freilgarth that Hiawatha is "the hero, a kind o? American 

20 

Prossetheus" ' we m y assume that the so-called ©pic element 

was the goal of his attainment. Ralph fcaldo Emerson assured 

Longfellow that he was right in calling it an "Indian Edda* 

Vj 1$ 17 
Ibid*. p. 272, Ibid., p. 265* Ibid,, p. 267 » 

18 
Odell Shepard, M M 1 Lo^.fgllpw (Explana-

tory notes), p. 267. 

19Keiaer, m* P- W * 2£ongfallow, p» 257. 
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and declared it to be "sweet an# wholesome as matmM with 

the "costuae and n e M a e r ^ which was in harmony with Its 

21 
American landscape. 1 

J» 1856 H* 1» Schoolcraft dedicated M s book, The Myth 

St Mm&tik m & fiStet fiSSl M®aSS» illtetolg, Uft Allegoric 

st Ste teB liliii to Longfellow, thereby setting 

the pattern of felicitous criticism that was destined to eon* 

tinue throughout Longfellow's life and extend as a dim after-

glow until 1907* St© dedication smoothed ii» accusations 

to commonplace• It goes# 

Pewit m© to dedicate to you this volume of 
Indian ayths and legends* derived fro® the story* 
telling circle of the native wigwams* They indicate 
the possession, by the ¥esperlc tribes, of mental re-
sources of a very characteristic kind|«*-fumithings 
in fact, a new point froa which to judge the rate and 
to excite intellectual sympathie s,—you have most 
felicitously shown in your poem of Hiawatha* Wot only 
so, teat you have demonstrated, by this pleasing series 
of pictures of Indian life, sentiment, and invention 
that the theme of the native lore reveals one of the 
true sources of our literary independence* Greece and 
Bone, England and Italy# have so long furnished, if 
they toe not exhausted, the field of poetic culture, 
that it is| at least| refreshing to find both in theme 
and metre something new* 22 

In 187*+, J. Scherr, writing in A BtilB 

ttlSalKit Pointed out that Bacallj, was «a truly 

21 
Ibid.f p. 266* 

22 
H* B* Schoolcraft, The Mrth .of Hiawatha and Other 

oral itfMgfef ffelliiteM p i ULMMM, OT MML ffpr.tft 
Amt&sm IsmMM-f dedication. 
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23 

Indigenous American ©pi©,* and In 1896 Charles P. Johnson, 

an American biographer, supported that idea in claiming 

that "Longfellow went aruch further back into primitive • 

nature-worshipf and recalled for us the cultus of infantilet 
2b 

half-articulate man." Thus, Hiawatha may be considered the 

poem which "vindicates Longfellow's claim to the name of 

poet in the sense of a creator of original and character-

istic works of art." It interpreted "an unfamiliar type of 
25 

life,, and as such possesses an ideal beauty and truth,* ; 

Andrew Lang tB.IaS&jgat m Iltttelt published in 1889, 

developed the theme along the same lines. It seemed to him 

that "Everything lives with a human breath, as everything 

should live in a poem concerned with these wild folk, to whoa 
26 

all the world, and all in it, is as personal as themselves,.'1 

In 1899 In the BUilmr jflwa&aB Ittife O^erdonk re-

fers to Hiawatha % s the nearest approach to m American 

27 
epic." JV W« Abernethy in 1902 considered it, *a forest 
©pic, a poem more redolent of the primitive soil of America 

23 

English and American"Au 
0* W* Moultons 

2b 
C. F» Johnson, "Henry Wadsvorth Longfellow,* Library 

Ml lite' ¥MM*& ggjf.ll MMmMs&i XVI> 

25 26 
Xbld«t p. 71̂ -9* Moulton, £&&•» P« 396, 

27 
Ibid* 
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g>||| 

than anything else In crar literature,n 

In 1905 Page suggested that possibly it was the sim-

plicity in Longfellow*s own nature which "enabled him to 

reproduce the effect of primitive poetry and, legend," and . 

stated that Hiawatha, appeared to be "superior to all other 

attempts at ©pic treatment of Indian legends,*1 for wby some 

Hondvous alchemy'* Longfellow "did catch the true local color, 

even in detail as well as in mood, of a life he had never 
29 

»een„* Carpenter showed interest only in the source Ma-

terials. In his review of Longfellow he said that "he had 

at his hand the very sort of epic the Indians might have 

had, could they have woven together their scattered and iia-
30 

perfect traditions—an epic crude and serai-mons trous . * 

William Dean Howe lis in his article, The Art of long* 

fellow,» published in the Htffiifc imiitXsm StAff 1907, con-

fidently assured the public that "an epic of our Indian life** 

would have been impossible if Longfellow had not approached 

his these in such a manner as to free the episodes of 

savagery for greater effect on the main Incidents which are 

28 
American P» 26V. 

29 
c« h» -Fag®, s m ms£ tmnsm. PP» 158, 67a. 

30 
Carpenter, 21# clt., p« 115. 
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31 
"originally and ultimately of ©pie solemnity." 

Following In the imaediate shadow of the elaborate 

praises during Longfellow^ lifetime, Oliphant Smstton, la 

M s biography, Longfellow Poetryt published in 1913> 

tells us that "Hiawatha is the only attempt worthy of the 

name to portray the amidst M s .native surroundings," 

for "Hiawatha i3 a semi-divine personage like Buddha in 

Hindu mythology and Prometheus in Grecian, who cause to earth 
to .benefit certain races and to teach thm the arts of 

32 
peace«w 

The changing trends of critical thought diverted the at* 

tention of the critics into other channels tmtll approximately 

1933• Longfellow^ contemporaries were la accord with finer* 

son about Longfellow when in writing of Hiawatha, he said • 

that "I have one foremost satisfaction in reading your booksf 
33 

—that 1 am safe#* But safety, in those terms, creates a 

hazard to succeeding generations, and gdawatha had already . 

paid the penalty for Longfellow's *overwhelt&ng immediate 
3*f 

success»* 

31w- D. Howelis, "The Art of Longfellow," Horth American 
Review, CXXLV <1907), b?9* 

32Smeaton, E m & t M M , *Si H A ISSSEKt P• • 101. 

^^Longfellow, £|>« eit*y p, 266* 

3^ 
Bliss Perry# «The Centenary of Longfellow," 
- XCIX (January, 1907-June, 1907), 380* 
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The criticisms grew fi«er in nnraber but sharper and mor# 

diagnostic la pointing out weaknesses in Hiawatha * Helen 

Clark in ?&g, Poet a* New Englandf published la 1911, complained 

that Longfellow was not a true observer of nature, for he pr«* 
*35 

ferred idealized pictures of nature drawn from imagination* 

W* P.. Trent as editor of CambrjdAa History c>£ 

/«i»II 1917 > did not deny the popularity of 

Hiawatha, but accounted for its local appeal by setting the 

nHov*Zty aid .miaintness" of style in contract to its wfac±l«* 
"¥ 36 f.?' 

ity and faetitiousness •* , 

lush Powell, a biographer, In 1919, reasoned that hong** 

fellow's detractors, especially In the fields of science aaft 

history, objected to Hiawatha because it was "poetry, senti-

ment, idealization, and not a contribution to the literature 

that helps to explain the Araerican Indian, or to reflect his 

life or thought**"^ 

Stith Thompson in his article, "The Indian legend of 

Hiawathapublished in 1922, discredited Longfellow's use 

of the Maoabozho myth# He felt that Longfellow bad don* 
3 % , Clark, fetjg* Ml telaMi p« 

36 
W. P. Trent, and others, ££& lljlfig SX. 

i P - 38. 

3? 
*̂ B* Powell, a a £ssm St 

p* 113. 
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violence to- the original myth and the spirit of the race by 

"all but htBaani2lng the denigcd1* then weaving around him 
38 

typical experiences of Indian life# Alfred Kreyaborg 

considered Hiawatha as "a careless fusion smd ^enfusiea of , • 

the OJibway and Algonquin, Manabasho demigod, *but his faiiU# 

finding 'cti&teMI in Longfellow1 s creating his heroes in • !' 

ptir lty, and in allowing his descriptions to supersede plot*;. 
39 

eluufettter** ,<nd action* 

Gorman in his endeavor to prove that &ongfellow was a • ... 

fictorian American admitted that Hiawatha % s a conceived _ 

work" ranked a little higher than Longfellow's other poet***:-

but lie justified that adaiusien by biasing it on the Tiaa- •••'_ 

Spirit which had-'thrust this "epic bated on the only &u~ : 

tod&tfaoftoos .Aaerlean myths" upon American readers at 'the 

sasie tin© that Tennyson, in England, w&g busy with a com*. •.•" 
ko 

parable''.thonê  . • 

A» B. Demi lie in his Explanatory Ifotes for fhe Seng; off 

Hiawatha* published in 1923, grudgingly 2>ef̂ rs: to it as wan epic 

bX 
poem which paints a romantic picture of the Indian#* fan Wycik 

30 
Stith Thompson, "The Indian Legend of Hiawatha.* ̂  
||| ifoflgga fcaaom., Agjgfi&ftUaa Mmslafcxxtrx: 

39A. Kreymborg, A IggAffltll tolgy P* 106, 

^Go»an s j2£* clt, * p» 27&» 

1̂ 1 
A# B, Deraille, American BSSiZZf P* 27>+. 
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Brooks In M s biographical sketch contended that Longfellow»s 

Indians In Hiawatha were not ttwarrior~st©iesw of actual life, 

but that they conformed to the legends which he had reshaped 

to omit all savage traits. In other words* Longfellow had. 
k2 

simplified and humanized them.w 

The literary boom from the early year# of the twentieth 

century to 1933 had failed to produce a poet to counteract 

the self-assertive materialist In this age governed by the 

high-pressure of Industry# So it was not surprising to find 

the leading critics in their search for true poetic values 

returning to the poets whose poetic philosophy was funda* 

mentally sound and honest* Albert Kelser in Indian pt 

Ameriaaa Literature, published in 1933, voiced that trend ©f 

thought when he suggested that if Hiawatha was not as real-

istic as desired, it was because Longfellow wished to reflect 
M s own kind and delicate nature through traits of savage 

V3 
life* 

G» B* Elliott in "Gentle Shades of Longfellow** reeog* 

nlzed that Longfellow had done what he could for poetry with* 

in his own limits, and while "worshiping the epic gods afar 

off, he created near at hand the limpid shadowy eagerness of 

¥# w, Brooks, 1 M &£ Mm SitisM-t 

^3 
Kelserf £jj. cit«t p, 207« 
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SlSKatM*" likewise, Howard Mumford Jones gave credit where 

it was to, la fljfigfautt a&fosa m-trnxtem Mssmtesi Po-
lished ia 1931, he wrote concerning Hiawatha i 

It seems to me that Longfellow, given the siaterials 
and the age, ha® done wonderfully well? he has created 
something unique and i M generisT he has displayed the 
greatest literary tact, and a really superb artistic 
elan in carrying this small epic to a satisfactory ' 
close# *f5 

In 19%7* Mr* Walter fuller Taylor summarized his find* 

lags thus i 

Over Hiawatha Longfellow cast the spell of the 
romantic return to tie staple life? his scenes are 
invested with glamour of that imaginary state where 
a virtuous folk live in intimate touch with wind and 
rain and the warm earth. His Indians are not Indians* 
but human beings in general, poetically idealized, and 
placed in the midst of an equally ideal setting, Hia-
watha lives not because it is true to life, but because 
It Ts beautiful with a beauty beyond life, a beauty of 
an imaginary childhood of the race, fresh and jojious as 
morning sunshine* b6 

Mte&aa Si-tea at Mm. M £ s & SMIssi published in 

19^8, placed Hiawatha in its proper niche in the structure of 

American literature la concluding that it "did something to 

stay if not to satisfy America's hunger for a past, a legendary, 

M+ ' • 
6, R. Elliott, wGentle Shades of Longfellow,* gas Ovale 

Si M m P< 

k5 
Ho M* Jooea* Longfellow/ tea* » Mggtett 
3U3B.9 P» 118* . 

MS 
W* Taylor, 1 gUfrMRZ fi£ MSSStti P. 192, 
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©, body of myth, of her own*" $he author considered that 

Longfellow had successfully fulfilled hi© function as poetic • 

craftsman in delving helow the surface of popular $ewm& to 

hold fast to the elementary fact that wa poet must make §»eir% * 

aad to remind m not deep-drawn traits in the American Charac-
k? 

ter* which helps us to understand ourselves# 

Even in 19*50 John Mason Brown la an article In the Sat~ 

urdav Review of literature took a firs stand when he took 

issue with the Monogram Studios# He declared that the lit* 

erary merits or demerits of Hiawatha did net matter, "but that 

Hiawatha 9 the hero was
 wplainly aeaat to he the acst noble 

of all Noble Savages, a man of celestial ancestry and divine 

power, a prophet and deliverer of the nation, a godlike 

figurej m Indian Christus." Clearly Mr# Brown is descrlb# 

ing an epic figure# : 

froa the foregoing comments it is apparent that Long-

fellow's weifc was praised, except for a small Minority of 

critics, until Just a few years before his death# There was 

a gradual breaMng-away until 1907f then there was a general 

stamped® away from his work until approximately 1925* this 

dimming of his fane during the early twentieth century 

b? 
R# 1. Spiller and others, Ml^SSg. llilm fi£ Jim • 

59% 

M« Brown, ^gjhltt> JafeggM J3&&8X 21 UlaatBCti 
XXXIII (October 7# 1950), W # 
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involved many factors, such as change in taste, different 

aroral concepts., stress of individualism, and the quality of 

contemporary imagination. For a few years, 1925-1933, the 

criticism seemed to smolder• Some critics praised certain 

poetic principles while others picked M s poetry to pieces • • 

and denounced every phase of it for not conforming to the en* 

lightened standards of their literary thinking. Prom 1933 to 

the present the more astute critics sees to be mom liberal 

in their criticism by sorting out his good poetic practices 

and holding them up to public viovr while, at the same 

lessening the emphasis on controversial points of difference 

and forcing thea into the background• 

Saintsbrtry urged that slight importance be attached to 

the American criticism of Hiawatha. For him it was enough 

that Longfellow produced the desired effect*—*the presenta-

tion of an entirely strange civilization, or half-civiliza-

tion, with imagery, diction, meter and all, adapted in 

k9 

strangeness." let, according to Canby, Hiawatha was the 

poet's recognition of the spirit of nationalism which was 

springing up in the United States* Hiawatha was Longfellow1® 
% ' . w w i j u i w i a . urai J - u . n u r ; . i L i i r / J i m i ! 

b9 

0. Saintsbury, M m m& 1IftftXftt P. 333. 
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attempt wtc give the land of the dollar a romantic past*"' 

His choice seemed an appropriate s»4im for creating an 

American ©pic* 

50 

50 
H. S« Canby, '•Introduction," 

sg.g.a,«i p. ***• 
£ » M, tea: 



CHAPTER 111 

DEFINITION OF TSI EPIC 

m -lie ©pic belongs to that dim region of beginnings , 

vhen true religion had not yet enlightened man, nor had 

science explained to him causes and effects. It is the 

source of literature beyond which man has not explored , fop 

"the epic carries the imagination into the past, into the 
1 

land of dreams and ideals.* It is the ejgtfegsio&y compara-

tively speaking, of the earliest experience in living. 

These primitive dwellers of the earth must have become . 

curious at out their enviroranental surroundings} for we find 

thatj in order to solve the disturbing questions, m m 

vised myths which accounted for the inmyaerable phenomena 

of nature. These myths were diffused within the race until , 

they becajae a body of legend and s,tored-up experience centered 

around one hero, which, in turn, was recognized as the epic, 

or representative expression of elemental moods mff ideals 

of the primitive race* 

Sinoe the epic depicts the life and living conditions 

of the early peoples; of the prehistoric era, and since the 

1 
C. Mt QfUy and B. P. Kterts, M e t ^ s s M BSstitiA 

Cyitiei.gat p. 
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Hiring conditions differed with the races in various sec-

tions of the globe—although the early people were of one 

generic race, they were divided into a. considerable number 

of stocks, and again into a far greater number of tribes which 

were recognised as individual r a c e s — h a v e not one epic, 

but many* Each race created its own epic by Its own peculiar 

account of home life, habits and customs, big, heart-swell* 

lag movements, passions, conquests, sufferings, and spiritual 

beliefs and achievements. 

The essence of the epic is that attitude toward life 
2 

which sees in the moment a destined future# The hero, al-

though symbolic, around which the epic is usually centered 

is a victorious culmination of all beliefs and ideals of the 

race as a whole# He may be solely historical or may be a 

creation based an historical facts but endowed with super** 

human abilities for the recurrent inspiration of the con-

tent of race narrative• 

Since the epic glvas a sens® of destiny and a feeling 

of guidance to an end, the great action is usually slow, the 

tone majestic and inevitable in its elenental simplicity, 

and the content portrayed by means of episodes, which are • 

but opportunities for the display of destiny, every moment 

promising a new beginning. The success of the epic, 

2 
James Truslow M a w , £he Epic of .America, p* 238* 
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however, depends upon the resultant light created by its 

mass ©f h n n experience la content, and upon the extent 

to which, the past is restored* 

Scholars generally agree that "the ©pic is the first-

fruits of the earliest experience of nature and life on the 
3 

part of imaginative races,* but it had its origin in myths 

and legends which were conveyed by word of south from one 

generation to the next, and la songs which passed from slag** 

to singerOften they were greatly altered fey those that re-

ceived then? and a ©lever story-teller, or a poet with a fine 

imagination^ added touches her© and there, but when they 

finally came to be recorded on the pages of literature, they 

were the truest of follc«epics» 

The true folk-epics, however, were not merely recited 

poems* The epic songs accumulated from critical sittings 

and compilings of a previous time in which the actual epos 
were only remembered# 

But before these epic songs because the object 
of jmch literary care, they had flourished mid the 
folk, eked out by voice and gesture, as a bodily 
enacted art: as it were, a fixed and crystallised 
blend of lyric song and dance, with predominant 

3 
I* A* Guerber, £jft M^S& Qt HA&t P* 

if 
Gay ley and Kurte, g£* £&&•> P* ̂ 23* 
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lingering on portrayal of the a c t i o n and repro-
duction of tit® heroic dialogue# 5 

In general it may be said that the folk-epic 
deals with traditions which eonmand the credence 
of the people by and for whom it is oo»pos@if a»i 
that the Individual epic chooses Its subject with 
a view to inculcating an ideal, historical or 

spiritual# € 

Gradually, after a long laps© of ages, mm came con-

sciously and broadly to write, and they naturally turned to 

that which was written as a model# Socie writers aspired t© 

the grandeur of style exhibited in the folk-epic* The result 
7 

was "the individual* or art-epic#* As distinguished from 

the folk-epic, the art-epic depends for the main part of its 

content upon the extent to which the past is blended with the 

present in Baking a fresh advance into realms of sentiment 

and imagination, thus losing the characteristics—the learned 

ideals and manners in the written records of a people—of 

the original epic* 

Within the literary field, designated as the epic, critics 

have attempted to classify as "authentic,epic poems which 

suggest the pure, inspired song of the poet, unspoiled by 

5 
Richard Vfagner, "The Art Work of the Future,* (Trans-

lated by Williaa Ashton Mills)* MMMX &£ gill Ml-
!, edited by Charles Dudley Warner, XXVI, 1551. 

o 
Gay ley and Kurtz, £Xt« clt# , p» 

7 
XbXO.« f p# 28• 
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culture j and as "literary, * those which suggest the pre-

meditated song derived from study and invention. The two 

is lasses differ because of their technique and method of com* 

position. This distinction lies chiefly between the oral and 

written epic, or that which is to be heard and that which is 
8 

to to# read* Agaia, the epic which involves a natural growth 

and a natural spirit is referred to as "natural,* while that 

which takes its form from the author's idea of what consti-

tutes an epic with its artistic subject and literary con-

struction it termed ^artistic#® 

Those models of the written epic as a literary form have 

varied with the individual poet throughout the ages, each 

attempting to Justify his poems in relation to a previous 

theory, thus enlarging the definition until critics are not 

sure Just what does constitute an eple* By tracing the de-

velopment of the theory of the epic, one may better under-

stand the. methods used by critics in formulating a defini-

tion which can be used as standard criteria in classifying 

poeas as epic. 

Aristotle was *the first, and only Greek," to attempt 

defining and limiting an epic by establishing an "ordered 

8 
C. M. Bowra, tsm llmil M MlMm$ p* 

9 
Foweii, a a i a i l i E Bmm si ismS&Mm* p» 
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10 

group of opinions." For that reason, most critical analy-

sis begins with the diffuses theory of the ©pie in his 

£SiSMss« Since the theory was primarily derived fro® the 

"ethical problems" arising from the Iliafl of Hosier, an epic 

"might veil have been defined as 'a poem written in in!ta-
ll 

Hon of the Iliad,"' 

Aristotle, thinking that tragedy and epic are similar 

in aany respects, clearly differentiated between them. Be 
12 

said that they are both nmo6m of imitation*$ that the ©pie, 

in the ssum manner as tragedy, Bust b# divided into four 

types| and that it mast contain "Reversals of Situation. 
13 

Recognition, and Scenes of Suffering*" He believed that 

poetic imitation, in "narrative form," using a "single metre," 

should have a plot constructed on "dramatic principles," 

and have for its subject a single action^ whole and completet 

with a beginning, a middle, and an end* Unity of action 

Aristotle applied to epic poetry. Tragedy was supposed to 

limit itself "to a single revolution of the sun* whereas 
15 

the Epic action has no limits of time«* 
10 

, , f5lt£\f£
d#al***» Jr*> Iteax si StaL M& $& fiae-

land* 1650-1800. p* 3. 
2JL w« Macneile Dixon, 1 M & i M &£S2S Fo^tyy, p. 1. 
1 P 
*s. h. Butcher, S MM E QL frnMi s M m m 

P» 7* 

3-3 l̂f* IJ 
IMi*) P» 91. Ibld«T p. 89# ^bld.y p. 23# 
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The epic, even though it deals with historical materials, 

is not history because no attenpt is made to depict all 

events that occur at any one period. Furthermore, the poet 

must restrict his plot by artistic selection. Homer exempli-

fied such selection by choosing AchiUes's anger as the then* 

of the Iliad* It is obvious that the plot was properly uni» 

fled# 

Se never attempts to sake tit® whole war of Troy 
the subject' of his poem, though that war had a begin-
ning and an sad. It would have been too vast a theme, 
and not easily embraced in a single view. If, again, 
he had kept it within moderate limits, it oust have 
been over-complicated by the variety ©f incidents* As 
it-is- he detaches a single portion, and admits as 
episodes many events from the general story of the 
war—such as the Catalogue of the ships and others— 
thus diversifying the poem* 16 

Aristotle felt that ©pic poetry had a "great—special— ' 

capacity for"enlarging Its dimensions.* Because of its nar-

rative form, the epic provided for the inclusion of laany 

•pisode#~ttepi*odea aiwiltaneously transacted'1—which "if 

relevant to the subject, add mass and dignity to the poemw 

and are conducive to "grandeur of effect, to diverting the 
17 

mind of the hearer, and relieving the story*w 

Aristotle, in discussing character la connection 

plot, does not assign specific qualities to epic charactersj 

but the qualities listed for tragic characters—"they must be 

16 17 
13213., p. 89. Ibid., P. 93. 
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good, they must be appropriate, they must have reality, and 
' 18 

they raust fee consistent'1 —may be applied to epic character# 

for he said that "Epic poetry agrees with Tragedy in so far 

as it is an imitation in verse of characters of a higher 

type.* Although epic and tragedy agree in characters of a 

"higher type,* they differ in language, for "Epic poetry ad-
19 

mits but one kind of metre," the heroic measure or hexameter. 

Aristotle said that tragedy must contain the element of 

the wonderful but that the epic has the advantage over 

tragedy in that it can achieve the wonderful more rapidly by 

unking use of the irrational. "The irrational, on which the 

wonderful depends for its chief effects, has wider scope la 

Epic poetry, because there the person acting is not seen.* He 

explained that the difference lay in the method of presenta-

tion, for m event which would appear absurd performed be-

fore an audience, does not appear so in narration. Con-

sequently, he concluded that "the poet should prefer probable 

impossibilities to improbable possibilities*1' 

Horace ranked next, in Important®, after Aristotle as * 

critic of the epic in antiquity. His work of major importance, 

Ars Poetlca. contained a few remarks on the epic, but its 

18 19 
S M v i P. 233» IMS.-, P* 21, 

20 
X b M M p. 95«-
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v&lu® lies in the fact that It' lias been repeatedly quoted and 

referred to by subsequent critics, the remarks In &£& Foetica 

important to tine study of the epic are those concerning sub-

ject Matterj meter, and plot* First, Horace warned the poet 

21 

to chooae a simple subject commensurate with his ability. 

lext, concerning meter, he said, nIn what measure the exploits 

of kings and captains and the sorrow of war mm be written, 
22 ' 

Homer has shown," Third, Horace led the way in developing 
23 

the ©pic plot J88&II S2&* 

The Middle Ages produced no important epic theory in the 

field of literary criticism. However, during the Renaissance 

in Italy, three important critics, Trlsslno, Tasso, and Castel-

vet ro, emerged» 

Trissino, in an entire section of his Poetica devoted to 

epic theory, introduced the Aristotelian theory of the epic 

to modern literary criticism. Trissino stressed Aristotle's 

theory by pointing out that the epic, like tragedy, deals with 

illustrious men and Illustrious actionsj that the epic was 

similar to tragedy because of its having a single action, but 

differed because the action was not limited to a certain In-

terval of time# Trissino, like other critics of his aget 
21 
Horace, §£&£££> Sslalles, and Ma. Poetica, p. *+53. 

22 23 
Ibid., p. k$7. Ibid., p. M$3, 
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thought the vast mm of design and largeness of detail were 

requisite to create the grandeur of the epic. He also 

pointed out to the romantic poets that the marvelous should 

not b® confused with the miraculous, which violates veri-

similitude. He preferred Aristotle's concept of the element 

of the wonderful* 

Tasso wrote of verisimilitude and attempted to. reconcile 

the ©pic and romance. He felt( that the subject matter of tha 

epic should be based on history, preferably the history of 

Christianity* He was careful in pointing to the danger of 

using theiass connected with the unchangeable articles of 

Christian faith for he did not want to limit the free play of 

the poet's imagination. He felt that the epic should be set 

in history, neither too ancient nor too modern, and that tha 

events themselves -must be grand and noble, 

Castelvetro did not agree with the Aristotelian theory 

in regard to the unity of the ©pie* He considered poetry to 

be imaginative history, and since history dealt with the wfcol* 

life of an individual or with many actions of many people, h« 

could see no reason for setting the epic apart. He did admit, 

however, that a person writing a successful epic, dealing with 

21+ 
J, 1, Spingarn, A History si tttttfary 

J&g. BMttUflMf«.> PP* 109-110. 
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on© action of one person, allowed signs of ingenuity and 
25 

excellence. 

The epic theory in France did not develop to its highest 

until the seventeenth century, Ttons&rd, the most Important of 

the sixteenth century critics, recorded his remarks in the two 

prefaces of his Frqnclade. He thought the epic poet should 

have a wide span of knowledge in history, laedicine} anatomy, 

law, and all related fields in order to create verisimilitude, 

the greatest concorn of the poet• Too, he was liberal in his 

attitude regarding the action of the plot, for he considered 

it permissable to start ia the middle or at the end* Such da-

vices as dreaffl3, prophecies, and visions, he recosrniended for 

use to aid the poet with his plot. He believed, like Tasgoj 

that the action should not be in a period too recent * He felt 

that one year should be the Unit of the action. 

Ronsard woto his own epic in decasyllables, but he con-

sidered the Alexandrine as the proper meter for the epic. He 

was convinced that the language of the epic should possess 

dignity and be elevated in tone. The poet, then, was obligated 

to ornament and ecibellish his language» He and Du Be Hay 

25 
Ibid*, pp. 119-120. 

26 ) 
Swedenberg, ££« clt.. pp. l̂ -l!?* 
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agreed that the function of the poet was to enrich the 

language men if it involved coining new words or reviving 
2? 

old ones, 

Ik? Bossu was the representative critic of the seven-

teenth century. He wrote the moat expansive and. authoritative 

treatise on the epic* He stressed the didactic purpose and 

believed, that the subject should be a fable, like those of 

Aesop, around which the poet could teach a moral lesson in 
28 

disguised allegories,n 

F-damnd Spenser of Inglend in his Fairie Otteene carried 

the elements of allegory and didict.i sm to a greater height. 

Nevertheless, he referred to the artificial order of epic 

construction as advocated by Horace and others when he 

apologized for the abrupt beginning of his poem. He ex-

plained that the method of the poet differs from the his-

torian. According to him the "Poet thruateth into the middest 

even where it most eoncorneth him and there reccursing to the 

things forepaste, and divining of things to co®ef maketh a 
29 

pleasing .Analysis of all." 

2? 
Vernon Hall, Jr., flmfi M J S I S g SffAUffiUgt PP* 

115-U7. 
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Milton was undecided as to what form to use la Paradise 

Lqat to show the harmony of form and subject matter. He 

first considered the for® of a Greek tragedy- However, he 

decide# that even if his subject wore not that of the ortho-

dox ©pic| it was more worthy of being considered ©pie than 

some of the eoraaonplaee ones* He favored the us# of blank 
30 

verse as the medium of language. 

Sir yilliaa Davenant1s preface to Gondlbertt published 

in 1650, is considered a "definite landmark" in the theory of 

the epic* He set forth *«, platform definitely classioal* of 

the theory of epic that was to flourish in England for the 

next one hundred and fifty yearsj and he brought together 

"ideas that had appeared on the Continent and in England 

J* 

prior to his time,* 

Davenant*s preface was a a&xture of established theory 

and freedom of thought. He deviated from the accepted con-

struction of the epic, modeled after Homer, and used dramatic 

principles which divided the epic into five acta, This new 

epic for® included many of the features proposed by Tassof 

his epic was to have a Christian theme which was conducive to 

virtue, and the subject should be far enough removed from the 

poet's time to be credible, yet allow the poet freedom which 
3® 
John Milton, Worksf III, 237* 

31 
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was not given the historian. Love and ambition were the 

amotions that he considered proper to the epic since they 
32 

were often the consuming forces of great ®inds» 

John Dryden, the Host representative critic of the 

seventeenth centers* contended that th® ©pie poem should rank 

higher in greatness than the tragedy, in opposition to the 

position taken by Aristotle. He considered the epic poem, 

'•undoubtedly the greatest work which the soul of man is 
33 

capable to perform#* He accepted the classical idea of unity 

of action, bat rejected the unity of time. tJtoity of action 

was essential because it showed relationship of episodes to 

the main plot. He said, "The action of It is always one, en-

tire, and great. The least and most trivial episodes, 0* 

under~actions, which are interwoven in it, are parts either 
3** 

necessary or convenient to carry on the main design** He 

favored the moral and' didactic value of the epic, and declared 

the hero should be noble and virtuous—yet not altogether vir-

tuous as exemplified in Aeneas,35" He also believed that machines 

were necessary for creating the element of the marvelous. 
32 
J. E* SpingarE| Critical M S M M 21 i&ft SS$SSSSS3$1I 

SiaSBZEl PP* 9~l*f. 
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Dryden was not original In M s Ideas, but he championed 

that which seemed logical and acceptable because of nature 

and right reason. He Is considered the authority in neo-

classical criticism of the epic froa 1650 to 1700, 

From Dryden to 1750 there was little difference In opinion 

in the definition of the epic. The critics generally agreed 

that it should be unified, solemn in tone, about a great event 

taken from fable, didactic in purpose, and allegorically de-

signed to include the element of the sublime• After 1750 this 

"•crystallized definition" of specialised form broke down to in* 
36 

elude romances and novels under the term of epic* 

In tracing the development of epic theory to formulate 

a definition, it is evident that epic theory Is an important 

aspect of literary criticism. • Although the critics are not 

always in agreement, there are certain general qualities 

which have become permanently recognized as belonging to the 

epic. Froa these general characteristics and the study of the 

great epics of the past, modern critics compose their defi«» 

nitions• 

Clayton Hamilton gives this broad summary of the epic# 

The great epics of the world, whether, a* in the 
ease of the Morse sagas m i possibly of the Homeric 
poems, they have been a gradual and undeliberate ag-
gregation of traditional ballads* or else, as in the 
case of the Aeneii. and gftfftlMf L&gJU they have been 

36 
Swedenberg, £&• £!&«» P» 156* 



the deliberate production of a single conscious artist, 
have attained their chief significance from the fact 
that they have summed tip within themselves the entire 
contribution to human progress of a certain race, a 
certain nation) a certain organized religion* * • * The 
great epics have attained this resumptive and historical 
significance only by exhibiting as subject-matter a vast 
and communal struggle, in which an entire race, aat en-
tire organised religion has keen concerned,—a struggle 
imagined as so vast that it has shaken heaven as veil m 
earth and called to conflict not only men "bat also gods.# 
The epic has dealt always with a struggle, at ones human 
and divine, to establish a great communal cause. This 
cause In the Aeneidf is the fouling of Romej in the 
Jerusalem Mbe rated it it the recovery of the Holy 

thi' Fafrl® Quaaaa it is the triumph of 
virtues over vices| in the lua^ada it is the discovery 
and conquest of the Indies; in the Divine Comedy it is 
the salvation of the h m m ' soul# 
• » • « As a result of this, the characters in the great 
epics are memorable mainly because of the part they play 
in advancing or retarding the victory of the vast and 
social 'Cause which is the subject of the story. Their 
virtue and their faults are communal and representative? 
they are not adjudged as individuals, apart froa the 
conflict in which they figurei and, as a consequence,. 
they are rarely Interesting in their individual traits 
• • • • Because the epic authors have been interested 
always in communal conflict rather ton lis individual 
personality, they have seldom made any use of the ~ 
element of love,—the most intimate and personal of all 
emotions. 37 

W» Macneile Dixon, another modern critic, defines the 

epic as tta narrative poem, organic in structure, dealing with 

great actions and great characters, in a style commensurate 

with the lordliness of its theme, which tends to idealise these 

characters ana actions, &n<3 to sustain and embellish its sub-
38 

ject by means of episodes and amplification«M 

3? 
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Since the epic "reveals the Impulses and promptings of 

the human spirit In perhaps their Intenseat forma,* and 

also records *ora of man*s early efforts In noral and spiritual 
kO 

progress,* the definition of C* M, Gayley lists qualities of 

the epic which should fee considered before setting criteria 

for classifying Hlawqtha. as an epic. His definition Is as 
f0ll0¥Sf 

The epic in general, ancient and modern, may be 
described as a dispassionate recital in dignified 
rhythmic narrative of a momentous theme or action ful-
filled by heroic characters and supernatural agencies 
trade? the control of a sovereign destiny* The theae 
involves the political or religious interests of a 
people or of mankind f it commands the respect due to 
popular tradition or to popular ideals# 1'he poem 
awakens the sense of the nysterious, the awful, and • • • 
the subline t through perilous crises it uplifts and 
calms the strife of frail human!tjr. ifl 

The devices—statement of purpose, Invocation of the 

muse, beginning Jjft media s res-"»d eve loped by the authors of 

classical epics have been appropriated for use by subsequent 

poets. Other usages, not considered as requisite to the 

general qualities In defining the epic, have been adopted and 

associated with epic structurej namely, epic catalogues and 

descriptions, fowaal speeches by characters, descriptions of 

warfare and battles, and use of the extended or Homeric 

39 
h. v# Houth, Mm mi, SpIc iMto 

it-i . . 
Gay ley and Kurt®, jeAIm P* 
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simile, metaphor, and the element of melancholy. 

Thus the epic m y he defined as t long, rhythmic narra-

tive in majestic tone, the then® of which is so mighty in its 

scope that it extends myoM the affairs of individuals to en-

compass a whole race, nation, or even the whole world. Its 

subject matter is taken from history, religion, legend, or 

mythology. Supernatural agencies are prominent in creating 

the element of the marvelous. The action Is unified and on 

a huge scale which allows for episodes that embellish and 

amplify the theme* The characters are mighty heroes, derr&« 

gods, demons, or celestial beings. The great communal strug-

gle is centered in the subject matter to give the reason for 

carrying out some great and just purpose against opposing 

forces, which are destined to be overthrown in the end. 

Elemental passions of hate, revenge, jealousy, ambition, 

and love—-3oraetimes personal and intimate—are set forth. 

Chapter IV is an application of this definition of the 

epic to 

k2 
¥« F. Thrall and A. Eibbard, & 1 
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CHAPTER IV 

Is Hiawatha Longfellow fulfilled the first requirement 

of tli© definition of an ©pie as a "long, rhythoic narrative." 

1 

Fro® the very character of the legends,—"verbal narrations'* 

-"-which he wove into the tradition that served as a basis for 

his story, the narrative eleoent is evident• I'he "rhythmic" 

adjective which describes"narrative" is defined in the peculiar 

trochaic octasyllabic rhythm that Longfellow used to give the 

desired effect, Oliver Wendell Holmes stated that "the poet 

showd. m subtle mme of the requirements of his simple story 

of a primitive race in choosing the most fluid of measures 

that lets the .thought run through it in easy sing-songt such 

as oral tradition would be sure to find on the lips of the 
2 

story-tellers of a wigwam#" Aristotle differentiated between 
tragedy and epic by identifying "epic" as a poetic imitation 

3 

in "narrative form" that used a "single metre*" He advocated 

1 
Longfellow, Works. II, 379 (notes). 
2 
a. Keiser, T&& 1MASH iU M M m M m t P* 

3 
s* h, Butoher, limsxx st Esala a m U m 

Arty p* 89* 
^3 
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the us© of the heroic measure because of its proven fitness 

by the test of experience, tout succeeding poets have used 

the meter they considered. best suited, for adding dignity and 

»aajestie tone" to their stories. The early poets used the 

heroic meter, or hexameter? Ronsard wrote la deeasyllables, 
«|* 

bat favored the Alexandrine as the proper meter for the epiej 

5 
Hilton used blank verse. Parallelism, or repetition, wa® 

6 

considered by Longfellow to belong to the Indian song, and 

with whl# rare gift of rhythm? his lines sing themselves in-

evit&bly,n and there is no feeling at any time that the 

"eadence does noifftfit the thought•" His parallelism ie cox** 

fined mainly to •eojuMMMtiv# lines , --soiae times three 

as shown in the following lines taken from "Hiawatha's 

Wooing.w 

Then uprose the Laughing Water, 
From the ground fair Minnehaha, 
Laid aside her mat trnf lid shed, 
Brought forth food and set before them, 7 
Water brought them from the brooklet, J 
Gave them food in earthen vessels, ? 
Gave them drink in bowls of bass-wood, J 

h _ ^ Literary C itielam 11*117 

5 
Milton, Viorks* III, 237. 

6 
Longfellow, ££» clt.f p. 268. 

7 
P. E* More, Sheltwrne, Essays. Fifth Series, p. l*+0. 
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Listened while the guest was speaking, y 
Listened while he? father answered, / 
But act ©a©# her Hp® she opened, 
lot a single word she uttered* 8 

Longfellow) also had the power of catching and holding 

M s reader*« interest. That power depended mainly upon his 

u«@ ©f similes and metaphors. The following are examples of 

that power. In the lines taken from "Hiawatha and Mudjekeewis" 

is a metaphor of the night. 

Where Into the empty spaces 
Sinks the sun, as the flamingo 
Drops into her nest at nightfall 
la the melancholy marshes. 9 

fkm opening lines of "Hiawatha's Wooing** show parallel 

structure of metaphors and similes with one half of the line 

balancing against the other half. 

As unto the how the cord is, 
So unto the man is woman, 
Though she head him, she obeys him, 
Though she draws him, yet she follows, 
Useless each without' the other! 10 

Loadlellow*# use of the flail© is comparable to the Homeric 

simile In its "precision, simplicity, and familiarity of images," 

but the "vivacity of its impressions" and the "lyrical spirit" 
IX 

denotes an epic quality of the more modern poets. Longfellow, 

6 
"Longfellow, Works. II, 201. 

9 10 
!Mi*# P. Ibid.. p» 196* 

11 
Kelser, $&• all., p. 20$* 
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Ilk© Homer, did not us© the simile as an ornament, but to 

point oat some sight of beauty and wonder, or to intensify 
X2 

son# action* la other words, tongfellow described some* 

tiling similar, only more familiar, to mke the reader feel 

at one# that the idea# and language are hit own. On the 

whole , longfellow's similes in Hiawatha are shorter, more 

compact than the extended, elaborate similes of Homer and 

the traditional epic* fh@ use of similes served to arrest 

the attention of the reader, but the metaphors in their 

"copiousness," "variety," and "ingenuity" provided the "con-

tinuance and ease11' of the reader's interest* The poets of 

classical epics used the metaphor sparingly. The tendency of 

the metaphor is to "substitute the diversion of fancy for the 

more tenacious vision of the imagination* they distract the 

Hind ordinarily from its intense preoccupation and so lessen* 
13 ' 

while diversifying, our intellectual emotion." Milton, in 
gSffi&jlia .to.l> used the metaphor in the blank verse form, but ' 

1% 

that usage was overshadowed by the use of the elaborate simile. 

Alliteration, the figure of speech mom expressive of 

elemental moods and ideals of the primitive race, than the Homeric 

12 
R* C* Jebb, Homer, pp. 26-27. 

IB 
More, jgg, £ll»9 p. 1^3, 
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simile, was used profusely throughout Hiawatha* Longfellow, 

while •meditating a poem, a long narrative poe®, on m Indian 

therae,tt re-read the Finnish epic, Kalevalau Soon after-

wards, an entry in M s diary recorded M s having %it upon a 
15 

plan* and «a measure* for the poem. Tiae similarity between 

Hiawatha and Kfele.vala was quite marked, tout k>ngfellow ex-

plained that both -were concerned with primitive races and. re* 

fuired the asm type of meter and language which by nature is 
1$ 

Indigenous to all primitive people* Since the epic deal# 

with a whole race or nation, it is natural to expect the poet 

t© collect those qualities of the race, such m words, idioms, 

songs, legends, and traditions, which add Mitorieal breadth 

and epic flavor to the whole. Thus, the alliteration was Justi-

fied* 

Both Horace and Longfellow pursued the study of language, 

and their attitude toward its use was almost identical. . Both 

used new words when necessary, but preferred old words that : 

appeared new by being place in a skillful setting, Diffuse-

ness of expression.and over-adornment in language was dlsap- . 
17 

proved by both* 
1$ 

tongfellowi gg*. oit«f p* 2h7* 

16 
Longfellow, M M m m M hPm&MUPM* H , 268* 

17 • , • 
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Many of the words used by Longfellow seem strange, but he 

18 

took them from the vocabularies of the Indians and with 

M s artistic skill and '•sense of the musle of words , w re- -

shaped and resting them to add dignity and put Ha living, beat* 
If 

ing husan heart** into the poem. In so doing he was following 

the example of Virgil who favored the use of old words and tht 
20 

revival of certain usages for the purpose of adding dignity# 

The them© of the ©pic is so mighty in its scope that it 

extends beyond the affairs of individuals to encompass a whole 

race* nation, or ©veil the whole world, this definition fol-

lows closely the conception of seriousness and magnitude -

which Aristotle set m a standard in his definition of a 

tragedy. Seriousness indicated the extent to which the whole 

of humanity was affectedj and by magnitude, Aristotle re-

ferred to that action which extended beyond the eireutMianoeg 

around on® Individual to include eonttequoaeeft that touched a 

whole race, or nation* Superficially* iHawatha was founded 

rton a tradition, prevalent among the North American Xadiaiisf 

of a personage of alraeulous birtht who was seat among thea 

• 18 
H» B, Schoolcraft, UtotiXUt § M ffpafiti fit 

i i i £ m m m m si m m m mm* n i » S 5 , S i . 

Longfellow, g£* cit.f p# 25#• 

20 
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to clear their rivers, forests, and fishing-grounds, and to 
21 

teach thea the arts of peace.*' ' Symbolically, ft traces the 

Imaginary history of the aborigines through the various stages 

of development, froaj hunting and fishing to the introduction 

of agriculture and the development of art, seal cine, religion, 

and literature# "The subdued tragic element becomes stronger 

with the passing of time, the inexplicable departure of the 

Messiah, when his presence and guidance are needed sost, fore-
as 

shadowing the decline and fall of the red man.* Longfellow 

intended Htanatha to encompass the development and decline of 

the Indian race, thus giving his theme the necessary scope to 

satisfy the epic-element« 

the subject matter of the epic is taken froa history, re-

ligion, legend, or mythology* Longfellow* B source materials 

consisted mainly in the two books written by Senry Howe 

Schoolcraft, Beaaftcohea. Ccuroatslpg. Xnmilrlea Respecting 

toM Urn forth Jumvloan Indians with 

its collection of tales, legends, and myths, and HlstorvT Cop-

MMm m m.m9t§. st m. M l a a imrn. s£ lis SBXM states* 

in three huge quartos. The third quarto contained the Iroquois 

foroi of the Hiawatha tradition* Schoolcraft had served for laany 

21 * 
Keiser, m * clt.t p. 20**. 

22 
Xlilti»m p« 19^« 
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years as a government agent In his study of the life and 

habits of the Indians, and vat considered an authority on that 
23 

subject. Longfellow, also, knew the Indian first-hand froa 

early childhood experiences in his native state of Maine, and 

his continued interest had caused his to steep himself in 

factual material that was available• He wrote in his diary 

of working away with Tanner and Hieckewelder in his collection 
2b 

of factual material concerning the Indian race, 

Longfellow gave the hero of his poem the name of Hiawatbft, 

which he mistakenly took to be another name of Manabozho, the 

Algonquin hero* Schoolcraft had found the legendary natter 

concerning the Algonquin hero misapplied to Hiawatha, and Long* 

feXXow in following Schoolcraft made the same error* HSanrotha 

was the sane of a famous Mohawk reformer, statesman, legis-

lator, magician, and according to tradition, also a prophet, 

prominent in the sixteenth century. He m $ toe of the founders 

of the League of the Iroquois, the Confederation of Five Nations * 

Be attempted to abolish bloodshed among the tribes and instigated 

reforms among the Onondagas, Atotarho, their warlike chief, 

opposed Hiawatha, but when most of the tribes had been per-

suaded t© Join the confederacy, lie thought it wise to accept 

23 
Longfellow, HfiiM* H , 379 (notes), 
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an organization that promoted the common welfare. Hiawatha, 

however, had received the aeclai® of the people, and to him 

were attributed the feats of the chief god# of the Iroquois, 
25 

especially Terahonhivagon, an anthropomorphic deity# ' Mana-

bozho, on the other hand, was the Algonquin hero endowed with 

the qualities of a god, an ordinary aortal, a trickster and 
26 

dupe, and in transformation, a great rabbit, Although the 

Iroquois and Algonquins were eneales, they were, also, close 

neighbors, and it seems possible that similar traditions of 

the trifces sight have passed fro® one family to the other# 

However, only a nail proportion of Hiawatha is concerned with 

the actual Manabozho myth, for Longfellow with M s usual, ar-

tistic selection eliminated the trickster element, and around 

his hero wove the simple and entertaining legends of the typical 

experiences of Indian life# His selection of material to pro-

duce unity follows the Aristotelian theory of "unities* for 

he had tooth unity of action with its "beginning, middle, and 

end,0 and unity of time with the time limit extending through 

the life of his hero* lot only did Longfellow have unity of 

action, but also allowed for ̂ episodes which embellish and 

amplify the theme*tt 

25 
Kaiser, j£E* clt.« pp. 197-198» 

26 
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In the first canto of Hiawatha, the Bed Pipestone Quarry 

tradition furnished the background for the prophecy ©f tho 

birth of a great deliverer of the people. According to legend, 

Gitche Manito, or the Great Spirit, descended upon the moun-

tains, made the peace-pipe and called the nations together in 

the following manner! 

From the red stone of the quarry 
With his hand he broke a fragment, 
Moulded it into a pip®-head, 
Shaped and fashioned it with figures$ 
From the margin of the river 
Took a long reed for a pipe-stem. 
With its dark green leases upon ltf 
Filled the pipe with bark of willow. 
With the bark of the red willow; 
Swathed upon the neighboring forest, 
Made its great boughs chafe together, 
fill in flame they burst and kindled§ 
And erect upon the mountains, 
Gitche Manito, the mighty. 
Smoked the calumet, the Peace-Pip©, 
As a signal to the nations# 27 

The hostile warriors saw the smoke fro® the peace-pipe and 

congregated on the meadows, the Great Spirit told the® that he 

was weary of their wars and explained that strength lay la 

their union and danger in their discord* This advice was 

given In connection with the announcement of the deliverer. 

He proolsedf 

I will send a Prophet to you, 
A Deliverer of the nations, 
Mho shall guide you and shall teach you, 
Who shall toil and suffer with you. 

Longfellow, WorksT II, 127-128. 
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If you listen to his counsels, 
will multiply and prosper5 

If M s warnings pass unheeded. 
You will fad® away and perish! 28 

This appeal for unity and the introduction of the hero 

through legendary material had no connection with the Mana-

hozho legend# Albert Heiser thought Longfellow had used a 

masterly stroke ia placing this appeal for unity—possibly 

suggested by Hiawatha*^ appeal for unity to the Iroquois tribe# 

on the eve of his departure in Schoolcraft•0 account of the 

legend—at the beginning of the story instead of at the last. 

laving accomplished his purpose, 

The Master of Life, ascending 
through the opening of cloud curtains 
Through the doorways of heaven, 
Vanished from before their faceat 
In the smoke that rolled around him, 
The pukwana ©f the Peace-PipeI 30 

The original legend regarding the departure of the Great 

Spirit gives a more detailed account. It states that at th* 

last whiff of hi® pipe$ the Great Spirit*s head went into a 

great cloud and the surface of the rock for several idles was 

melted and glassed* Two great ovens beneath the roeks opened 

and two women, the guardian spirits of the place, entered 
31 

the® in a blaze of fire* The peace-pipe then became the 

28 29 
IMtfct P» 130« Reiser, ££• £i&.t P* 200, 

^Longfellow, Worksf II, 132, 

31 
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symbol of peace. Supernatural appearances* the annuncia-

tion of a TOssiah, or national hero, prophecies from super* 

natural toupees are all characteristic elements of epics* 

Longfellow projects the incident of Mudjekeevis into, 

the main action at this point in order to amplify the than**' 

Mudjekeewis, the father of the hero, was victor in his struggle 

with fttshe~Mokwa, the Great Bear, the terror of the nations« 

Mud^ekeewis stole upon hi® while he was sleeping, and after 

obtaining the Belt of Wampum, smote M a in the middle of the 

forehead • The first blow only stunned M i and started hlsi to 

whimpering, but the second blow was fatal* His conquest 

caused the people to exclaimt 

Honor he to Mudjeksdvlsl • . 
Henceforth he shall he the West*Wind, 
tod hereafter and forever 
Shall he hold supreme dominion 
Over all the winds of heaven* 32 

Holding supreme dominion over the winds of the heaven, 

Mudjekeewis kept the West Wind for himself and gave the others 

to his children# W&bun was given the East Wind; Shawondase, 

the South| Kablbo&okka, the Jforth-Wina. OJibway mythology 

furnished the basis for this incident, • Longfellow reshaped 

the legend of Mudjekeewis and his nine brothers who conquered 

the Mammoth Bear to obtain the Belt of Wampum, a symbol of 

great happiness to man. In the legend, Kud^ekeewis, the 

32 
Longfellow, &&£&, II, 13^. 
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youngest of the sons, received the chief award in receiving 

the government of the West-Wind, The other winds were divided 

33 
among his sons.' Mudjekeewis, in the poem, is given heroic 

height by conquering the Great Bear single-handed. Conquest 

of supernatural aonsters by human heroes is an action character-

istic of epics; a great bear is possibly less traditional than 

a dragon, but better suited to the American Indian background. 

• Hiawatha1s miraculous birth was accounted for by legend• 

Schoolcraft recorded the Ojibway account of Manaboaho*s 

grandmother, the daughter of the noon, who having been married 

only a short tlaef was enticed by her rival to a grapevine 

swing on the banks of a late. The rival, then, pitched her 

into the center of the lake, but she fell through the lake 

and landed oa earth# The earth became the birthplace of her 
3*f 

daughter, the offspring of her lunar zaarriage* Correspond-

ingly, Hiawatha's grandmother, Wokomis, ease to earth by 

falling froa the full moon. She was swinging in a grapevine 

swing when her rival, full of jealousy and hatred, cut the 

swing in two* She fell to a meadow, where she bore the 

daughter, Wenonah# Wenonah grew to young maidenhood and fell 

in love with ffudjekeewis, the West-Wind, regardless of her 
33 
H« R. Schoolcraft, Alglc Hesearches* II, 21k, 

31* 
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aether*s warnings# One evening the West-Wind, finding her 

lying among the lilies, wooed her with sweet words and soft 

caresses. As a result she bore a son in lov© and sorrow, 

Hiawatha wa3 that son, but his mother, deserted by the fals« 

>fud3ekeewis, died la anguish# 

It seems obvious that Longfellow followed the legend of 

Manabozho'a birthi 

In som unguarded aoaent the precaution was neglected* 
In an instantf the gale invading her robes, scattered 
them upon its wings, and accomplishing its Tarquinic 
purpose, at the same aoaent annihilated her. k% the 
scene or this catastrophe her mother found a foetus-
like mass, which she carefully and tenderly nursed 
till it assumed the beautiful and striking linea-
ments of the infant Manabozho* 35 

Homer suggested that the miraculous births of his heroes 

was the result of the sating of gods, or goddesses, and aortals# 

Beowulf opens with the legend of an ancient king, sprung from 

the race of gods# This divine one, a good king,ruled mightily, 

and when his tiae cane, as decreed by fat®, he departed and 

left a son* Hrothgar, a descendant of the divinely sprung 
37 

monarch, was harassed by a denon, Qrendel# Likewise, Waina-

aolnen, the principal her© of the Msiate>***Sozl o f Wind, 

and of the Virgin of the Air—was born upon the ocean after 

^ 
Xbĵff # | p# 13o • 

36 
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M s mother, Ilraatar, daughter of the 1Iliadtable Ether, had 
3® 

floated upon its srurfaca for more than seven hundred years • 

Anything that the Indian could not understand he ex* 

plained by the presence of Manitous, or spirits, which ex-

isted in great numbers and took many shapes. They functioned 

in either capacity, as m evil force or m a useful agent* It 

was considered a great feat among the Indiana to conjure a 

personage powerful enough to defeat the aost wicked* ow@r* • 
39 

come the strongest, and confuse the cleverest. Longfellow 

illustrated thii idea in Hiawatha1 s conquest of M s father, 

Meat-Wind. 

After Hiawatha had grown to manhood and had acquired 

skill in hunting, he sought revenge for his mother's death. 

Be had learned of the betrayal and desertion of M s father 

toy questioning his grandmother. He prepared for the journey, 

in spite of his grandmother's warnings, ffe wore enchanted 

moccasins that enabled him to sake strides a mile wide. He 

also took his magic mittens with which to crush mighty rocks 

and grind them into powder* 

Hiawatha journeyed westward until he reached the kingdom 

of the West Wind in the Kocky Mountains, Mudjekeewis, his 

father, was sitting ©a a summit, and when he saw Hiawatha, he 

38 
W. F. Kirby, Ralevala. p. vlii (Introduction). 

39 
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was Joyful and welcomed M m to his kingdom. They spent many 

days talkingj but lELawatha soon grew weary of M a boasting - 1 

(Modesty is not characteristic of epic characters$ the con-

cept of modesty as a virtu© seeras to have developed in a 

later stage of Civilisation than that which is raited to ' 

epics.) and began searching to find his weaknesses. He asked ' 

his father of what he was afraid• !*ud;Jekeewis replied that 

he was afraid of the black rocksf and Hiawatha in answer to 

a similar question, said that he was afraid of the bulrush* 

As they continued their conversation, the father told Hia- i 

watha of hi# brothers? but when he admitted his treatment of V 

W m m k f Hiawatha began to hurl the black rocks at him* M M * -

^ekeewls, in turn, seized the bulrush, and a mighty struggle 

ensued# They fought so fiercely that the heavens rang with -

the tunult* On the third day, Hiawatha forced M s father t6'-. ̂  

the portals of the sunset* MtidJekeewliS ended the struggle' 

when h© saldi . . 

Hold | ny son* sty Hiawatha! 
-»Tis impossible to kill m % 
• For you cannot kill the immortal* 
X have put you to this trial, 
But to know and prove your courage j 
How receive the prize of valorI 

The next words of his father*s speech gave Hiawatha's 

mission and the promised reward if that mission were fulfilled* 

Characteristically in the epic "the great communal struggle 
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is centered in the subject matter to give the reason for car-

rying out gome great and just purpose against opposing forces, 

which are destined to be overthrown in the end#" 

Go back to your home and people, 
14 ve aaong then, toil among them, 
Rleaase the earth from ell that harms it, 
Clear the fishing-grounds and rivers, 
Slay all monsters and magicians, 
All the Wendigoes, the giantsf 
All the serpents, the Jfenabeeks, 
As I" slew the Mishe-Mkowa, 
Slew the Great Bear of the mountains• 

Arrf at last, when Death draws near you, 
V h m the awful eyes of PatiguJs: 
Glare upon you in the darkness, 
I will share ay kingdom with you* 
Ruler shall yon be thenceforward 
Of the Northwest-Wind, Keewaydin, 

Of thehome-vind, the Keewaydin. W 

The legendary account of the struggle, its end, the mission 

and promised reward are almost Identical with that of Mana- -

boaho of the Ojibways# The slight variation in the two ac-

counts was that Hiawatha had enchanted moccasins and magic 
\ X 

nit tens, Manabozho had a giant* & height and power*. 

On his return journey home, Hiawatha stopped at the home 

of the arrow-raaker in the land of the Dacotahs•to.purchase 

arrowheads# the romantic element was introduced into'the 

story with the description of Minnehaha and Hiawatha*s evident 

attraction to her. In the epic the tteleaentalrt passion of 

kQ 
Longfellow, Works. II, 156* 
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"love--3ometimes personal and intimate~~ is set forth," In 

the Indian legend the n&sie of the arrovnsafcer' s daughter v&g 
**2 

not nentionedj so far as ve tew this name was Longfellow's 

invention. 

Before Hiawatha, the prophet and deliverer-,, started on 

M s Mission to destroy the works of evil to pro: It M s people, 

he fasted and prayed for strength. It is spoken of in the 

following manner: 

You shall hear how Hiawatha 
Frayed and fasted in the forest, 
Not for greater skill in Granting, 
Hor for greater craft in fishing, 
Nor for triumphs in the battle, 
ted renown among the warriors, 
Bat for profit of the peoplet 
For advantage of the nations# k3 

The fast was to last for $ m m days, and on each of the 

first three days he was tempted to surrender t© material watt 

«• he saw the animals, the berries and wild rice, and the fishes. 

At each temptation his reaction, was the same, he cried, "Master 

of Life I Must our lives depend on these things?rt On the fourth 

day| as he lay exhausted, a youth approached and saidt 

0 ay Hiawatha I 
All your prayers are heard in heaven, 
For you pray not like the others) 
lot for greater sMll in hunting, 

z m * t p. 132, 
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for for greater craft in fishing, 
Nor for triumph In the battle, 
lor renown among the warriors. 
But for profit of the people , 
For advantage of the nations • 

Prom the Master of Life descending, 
11 the friend of man, Mondamln, 
Cone to wi.rit yon and instruct yon^ 
How by straggle and by labor „ 
You shall gain what you have prayed for# 
Rise up from your M i of branches, 
Rise, 0 youth, an# wrestle with ®elV5 

Hiawatha wrestled three days with Mondamln, and as he • 

wrestled his strength returned to M m . After the third day of 

wrestling, Mondamln foretold the outcome* He saldt 

0 Hiawatha, f 
Bravely have you wrestled with ne» 
Thrice have wrestled stoutly wltfi ©a, 
And the Master of Life, who sees ust 

He will give to you the triumphI 

• « * • To-sorrow 
Is the last day of your conflict, 
Is the last day of your fasting# 
You will conquer and o*ercoae a*; 
Make a bed for me to lie In, 
Where the rain laay fall upon me, 
Where the sun may come and warm ®@j 

. Strip these garments, green and yellow, 
Strip this nodding pluaage from ne, 
Lay me In the earth, and sake it 
Soft ̂and loose and light above me* 

Let no hand disturb my slumber, 
L*t not weed nor worn aolest ae, 
Let not Kahgahge®, the raven,, 
Come to haunt me and molest ae, 
Only come yourself to watch me, 
fill I wake, and start, and quicken, 
Till I leap into the sunshine# k6 

h? k6 
Ut P« l£l« pp« 163*1^1. 
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When lakomls brought food for Hiawatha on the seventh 

day, h© would not break hit fast until after he had overcome 

Kondarain and planted hit body as he had been commanded * thus, 

the gift of corn was brought to the Indian race# Schoolcraft 

gave a corresponding account of the myth of Mon-da-iain* the 
K? 

Spirit*s grain or berry, but the custom of fatting wont 

farther back Into primitive folk-lore and was considered an 

Important ©vent In a young mm*a life., It wttf on® test of 

heroic self-devotion and an indication that the young man m m 

prepared ana fitted to accomplish so* great feat# It was .. 

through fasting that the M i a n was supposed to have visions* 

and be able to detect the shape of his guardian spirit# The 

fatting and temptation of Jesus in ZMMUSL i«' "«t | 

obvious parallel to this Incident in Hiawatha. Similar in- .; 

cidents are common in folk-lore from which they enter easily 

and "naturally into the material of epics, 

In the Kalevaia the coming of the barley to the Finnish 

people is comparable to the coming of the corn to the Indians 

in Hiawatha# In that account Wainataolnen, the hero, "dis-

covered seven grains of barley on the ocean strand j and, 

K7 
Ibid«T p« 388 (notes)• 

1*8 
Schoolcraft, 2lt Jftft'Ot P. 25. 
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after being advised by the birds how to plant it, was 

gratified by the sight of tli© growing barley*" 

- Hiawatha had two intimate friends, Chibiabos and Kwasind. 

Chibiabos was the musician who had power to touch the heart . 

of aan and nature $ Kwasind was the strong u n who helped Hla** ; 

wafcha clear the river to make a safe passage for the people. 

These two friends of Hiawatha have been referred to as his 
50 

"cabinet aeatoerss*1 

•• Long they lived In peace together, 
- Spake with naked hearts together, v:-
Pondering much and audi contriving • 
How the tribes of sen might prosper. 

legendary accounts of Kwasind *s life and death are fol-

5 2 ' . 

lowed closely in the poem* He helped Hiawatha clear the . 

rivers, and his tmm spread among the nations, until no nan 

dared compete with his# The J^-Wudjies, the envious fairies 

and pygmies, plotted to kill him by attacking him in his on® 

vulnerable spot* lis wondrous strength was stated In the top 

of his head, and likewise it was the only place where he could 

be hurt* The only weapons that could harm were the seed cones 

of the pine trees and the blue cones of,the fir trees# The 

Puk~WudJies, the Little People, with the aid of the Spirit ©f 

h9 
m M. Habb, lalfemi, Riiiit p. 102. 

Reiser, fifi. clt.t p. 200. 

^Longfellow, Works. II, « % . 

52 
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Sleep, Mepahwin, caught ICwasind floating down the river asleep. 

Shey attacked with the harmful weapons, and Mtting M a on th# 
%% 

crown of the head, caused his death# Kwasind with his vul-

nerable spot in the crown of M s head, Is comparable to AohlUas 

with M s vulnerable spot la M s h«el^ ©3? Siegfried with hit m l -

nerable .spot between M s shoulders. 

Man? la M s ordinary shape, was not the only subject for 

tim Indian legends# Their intellectual creations included 

55 
giants, fairies, and pygmies. Chibiabos differed fro® Iwasind 

and was Hiawatha's aost beloved friend. Be was 

Brave as man is, soft as woman, 
Pliant as a wand of willow. 

.Stately as a deer with antiers* 56 

• Hiawatha feared that the Evil Spirits would entice Chi~ 

bimbos away and bar® him. One winter day while hunting, he :• 

followed a deer across the frozen Blg-Sea-Vfeter. fhe Evil 

Spirits were waiting for M m beneath the ice* As he crossed, 

they broke the ice and dragged M m under* He was drowned and 

lay in the deep abysses of lake, Gitche Gumee, until the 

medicine ~saen, the Medas, called M a forth, gave M m a burning 

fire-brand, and s»f® fala Ruler in the Land of Spirits.^7 

^Longfellow, Workst II, 265-269. 

^*Rabb, ££• £&•, p. 176# 

55 
H. R• Schoolcraft, fhe Indian in His Wigwam, p„ 217. 

56 57 
Longfellow, II, 169* IMI* t PP. 238»2^5* 
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After Hiawatha ba$ persuaded M s friend, Kwasind to help 

in clearing the riveav we find him fishing to provide supplies 

for his people• le did not want the pike or smaller fish, but 

wanted the King of Fishes. He challenged Nate , the stur-

geon, to take M s bait, and the angry fish opened his 

^aws, and swallowed Hiawatha and his canoe* Inside the fish's 

body, Hiawatha smote the Seating heart until th@ fish died* • 

When Hahma drifted to the shore, the sea-gulls opened rifts ; 

large enough to release Hiawatha, He found himself freed •• \ • 

near his wigwam, and beckoning to lokomis told her that he 

had killed the King of Fishes* 1® said! 

Look! the sea-gulls feed upon him, '• . 
'•Iest my friends Kayoshk, the sea-gullsj 
Drive the® not away, lokomis. 
They have saved m from great peril 
Is the body of the sturgeon. 
Wait until their ae&l is ended| , • 
fill their craws are full with feasting. 
Till they homeward fly, at sunset, 
To their nests among the narshest 
Then bring all your pots and kettles, " 
And make oil for ue in Winter. ?8 

This story may remind us of the story of Jonah and the 

Whale as related in the Bible, but Longfellow has used the 

form which is found, among many tribes of tin' forth American 
59 

Indians* 

58 
Ibid,, p. 185* 

59 
Thompson, &g« clt«. p. 135. 



la fulfilling that part of M s mission to "Slay all 

monsters and magicians, All the giants, the Vlendigoes, 411 

the serpents, the Kenabeeks," Hiawatha went in search of 

Pearl-Feather, the merciless Manitou of Wampua. K'okomis had 

told Hiawatha that ha was the great Magician who was guarded 

by the fiery serpents, the £enabeek. In relating his 

history, Nokomis told Hiawathas 

He it was who slew ay father. 
By M s wicked wiles and cunning, 
When he from the soon descended. 
When he ease on earth to seek me* 
He, the mightiest of Magicians, 
Sends the fever from the marshes, 
Sends the pestilential vapors, 
Sends the poisonous exhalations, 
Sends th© white fog fro® the fen-lands, 

Sends disease and death among usl 60 

Ifokomia urged Hiawatha to arm himself properly and kill 

this Merciless Magician, the originator of disease and d@atht 

and at the same tim* avenge her father's murder* Hiawatha in 

his fierce struggle with Pearl-Feather had used all his magic 

weapons to no avail* When he had only three arrows left, 

Mama, the wood-pecker, told him to aim at the tuft of hair 

on the head of Pearl-Feather for at the roots of the long 

black tresses was the only place where he could be wounded. 

Hiawatha1# third arrow killed Pearl-Feather, the mightiest 

of magicians# Hiawatha took all his material wealth and 

60 
Longfellow, Works, II, 187-188, 



divided it aaong M s people• Sis sharing was told in the 

following Banner t 

But tbe wealth of Megissogwon, 
111 the trophies of the battle, 
He divided with hie people. 
Shored It equally &mmg thm* 61 

Longfellow omitted the trickery of Manabozho in the 

legendary account of this incident and wide Hiawatha appear 

more noble, Manabozho trieked the serpents ia order to pas# 

by them, and used a trick to get Pearl-Feather to eea* from 
62 

M s wigwam. 

Hiawatha, wishing to assure his people of peace, looked 

to the hostile Dacotahs for a bride. He set out to win his 

bride in spite of old Wokomis^s warning! 
So not eastward| go not westward. 
For a stranger, whoa we know not! 
Like a fire upon the hearth-stone 
Is a neighbor1® hoaely daughter! 
like the starlight or the moonlight 
Is the handsomest of strangersI 63 

Hiawatha1s method of wooing was unique for he told not of 

himself but at home and people and suggested cementing pea©# 

between the two nations by a personal union. His proposal of 

marriage was as follows* 

61 
fhid«f p. 196. 

62 
Schoolcraft, Algle Researches. I, 152-153* 
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That this peace may last forever, 
lad orar hands be clasped more closely, 
And our hearts be mora wilted 
Give me as my wife this maiden, 
Minnehaha, Laughing Mater, 
Loveliest of Dacotah women! 6^ 

The arrowmaker let Minnehaha make her own decision for 

h© answered* 

Yes, if Minnehaha wishes5 
Let your heart speak, Minnehaha J 65 

Minnehaha rose and took the seat beside Hiawatha, and 
66 

said, "I till follow you, ay husbandt" Thus, It was that 

Hiawatha brought Minnehaha, to the lodge of old ffokomls* 

The warning of Wainamoinen's mother, la the !CalevalaT 

Is similar to that of Nbkoails» In the lalevala we flndi 

Take for thee a life companion, 
Proia the honest hoses 0? Svoai, '; .• 
One of Northland * s honest daughters 1 
She will charm thee with her sweetness 5 ;• 
Make thee happy through her goodness, 
Form perfection, manners easy-
Eve ry step and movement graceful. 
Full of wit and good behavior, 

Honor to thy home and kindred• 6? 

Longfellow expanded into a lengthy canto what was re-

corded in legend as one sentence which stated that "Mana-

bofcho returned to his former place of dwelling and married 

Ibid*| p. 201, Ibid., p, 202. 

66 
Z M U * t P* 20$. 

6 ? 
Guerber, The Book of tfoe gplc, pp, 373*37**» 
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68 
the arrovnnaker *3 daughter.* Hiawatha's wooing and mar-

69 

riage have been considered statesmanlike, but la comparison 

with the love element in the Illag (Achilles*3 quarrel with 

Agamemnon over the girl, Briseis, and the entire story center* 

ing around the Ctreek Army's tailing to troy to recover Helen, 

the wife of Menelaua) and in the Odyssey (Penelope^ endurance 

record of faithful love for Odysseus) and in Jerusalem Be* 

llvtred (Tancred's unrequited love for the pagaiaald¥ Glorinda) 

Hiawatha*s wooing seems a mild touch of pure romanticism. 

The wedding feast Inaugurated an idyllic time of peace 

over which Hiawatha ruled. Mokomis prepared a suraptuous 

feast of fish, deer, buffalo, pones of corn, and wild ricet 

which was served to the asseabled guests. After eating, 

Chibiabos, the musician, sang songs of love and longing, Xagoo, 

the great boaster, told tales of strange adventure, and Pau-

Puk-Xeewis, the mischief-maker, skilled ill all the games of 
70 

hazard, danced the Beggar*s Dance* The entertainment paral-

lels feasting and gases mentioned in connection with the 

funeral rites of the Achalans, among the fallen angels in 

Jfeattftft MsX, in Hrothgar'a wad-hall In Beowulf, and, in 

general, throughout other epics* 

^Schoolcraft, Alglc Researches. I, 171. 
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Hiawatha and Minnehaha lived happily and he Instructed 

M s people in how to cultivate the corn* The nations were 

at peace and Hiawatha became concerned with preserving the 

great traditions of his race for future generations# 1# ia» 

vented the method of eonmunlcatlon called picture-writing 

and taught his people* 

fhtts it was that Hiawatha, 
In hia wisdom, taught the people 
ill the mysteries of painting, 
All the art of picture-writing. 
On the smooth bark of the birch-tree, 
On the white skin of the reindeer. 
On the grave-posts of the village# 71 

The peaceful days soon come to an end. Hiawatha mourned :• 

the death of his friend, Chibiabos, and in consoling hia the 

medicine-men, the Medas, instruct hi® in the use of wdielnes* 

Hiawatha, thenf taught his people the art to protect them from 
72 

harm and danger* 

Longfellow introduced the character of Pau-Puk-Keewls, 

the mischief-maker, as a symbol of evil. He was the embodi-

ment of evil misdeeds* He aroused the anger of Hiawatha by 

killing his friends, the birds, and disturbing his lodge• 

Hiawatha hotly pursued him, but Pau-Puk-Keewis,wlth wondrous 
transmigrations# changed to a beaver, a brant, and a serpent# 

73 
Finally, overtaken in his own person, he was killed• The 

71 72 
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legendary account of tMa story was recorded of Man&bozho, 

himself, but Longfellow, to retain the dignity and serious-

ness of M s culture teres, transferred the trickster element 
75 

to a minor character. 

In the epic, supernatural agents are prominent la creat-

ing the element of the marvelous* Longfellow introduced the 

supernatural in Raygtla without "apologising for it toy either 

word or attitude, hut assuming its existence as part of the 
76 

life of a primitive race•* They were visible at times, taking 

food as if they were famished, and at other times they were 

invisible. When they first appeared it was recounted! 

From their aspect and their garments, 
Strangers seemed they in the village* 
Very pale and haggard were they, 
As they sat there sad .and silent, n„ 
Trembling, cowering with the shadows,'* 

The ghosts told Hiawatha not to put heavy burdens in the graves 

of the dead, for the spirits faint beneath such loads. Be was 

instructed to give the spirits only food to carry and fire to 

light their way. Their instructions were as followsl 
Four days is the spirit's Journey 
To the land of ghosts and shadows, 
Four its lonely night encampments! 
Four times must their fires be lighted. 

7k r 'Thompson, ,gn» &£•* P« 136. 

^Keiser, ^ clt.f pp. 196-197. 
76 A« H» Quiim, "Some Phases of the Supernatural in Am-

2̂ a^Liss:ekvE*f1@tf§3?aszB U s m m toasiA* 
77Longfellow, Worksf II, 271. 
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Therefore s when the dead are buried, 
lift a fire| a# Bight approaches. 
Four times on the grave he kindled, 
that the soul upon its journey 
May not laak the cheerful firelight, 
Jfay not grope about in darkness# 

At the end of their visit, 

Hiawatha heard a rustle 
As of garments trailing by hi®, 
Heard the curtain of the doorway 
Lifted by a hand he saw not, 
Pelt the eold breath of the night air, 
For a moment saw the atarlight| 
But he saw the ghosts no longer. 
Saw no more the wandering spirits 
Froia the kingdom of Poneaah, nf> 
Fro® the land of the Hereafter* 

Longfellow evidently founded hln story on the Ojibway 
OQ 

legend which Schoolcraft recorded * The supernatural is not 

explained for It does not ask belief. Thus, it remains one 

elesent la the figurative conception of the poem as a whole* 

It will be recalled that Aristotle favored for the epic mad 

the drama ^probable impossibilities to improbable possibili-

ties.* Longfellow*s natural use of the supernatural Is In 

keeping with epic tradition* Her© again we see the close 

relationship of folklore to epic. 

The element of melancholy, personal sadness, centered 

around Hiawatha when famine and fever caused Minnehaha' s 

Ibid.. pp# 275-2?6# 

79 
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death. However, be realized that he would soon follow her 

for he saidi 

Soon ay task will be completed. 
Soon your footsteps I shall follow 
To the Islands of the Blessed , 
To the Kingdom of Poneraah. 
To the Land of the Hereafterl 80 

The deeper tone of melancholy was sounded with the ap-

proaching of the white man, aad Hiawatha's departure, Hia-

watha fead prayed to the Master of Life to provide food for 

his people, while Minnehaha was dying. His prayers had been 

denied, but the Prophet of the white man promised new hope 

for his vanishing race. His departure is described as 

followsI 

1 m going, 0 my people, 
On a long and distant Journey? 
Many moons and many winters 
Will have #oa®| and will have vanished, 
Ire I come again to see you. 
But my guests I leave behind m©$ 
Listen to their words of wisdom, 
Listen to the truth they tell you, 
For the Master of Life has sent them 

From the land of light and morningI 81 

The Homeric melancholy differed from that expressed in Hia-

watha* Homeric melancholy is created by a suffering and 

despair that predominates, and both mortals and immortals 

regard man as being destined to tmhappiness« 

80 
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81 
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Mariy epics deal with a downfall, whether of hero, 

fortress, or dynasty* The Iliad was a tale of the fall of 

Troy, and, later, of the fall of Achillas himself• How-

ever, the suggestion ©f mourning is not just peculiar to 

Greek epics. In the Song a£ Roland is recorded the death 

of Roland and the annihilation of Charlemagne^ rearguard 

at Bo&eesvaux* The Mlebelungen Lied relates the extirpation 

of the Nibelungs. Beowulf was full of threatening dangers, 
82 

and concludes with the death of the hero. 

The authors of classical epics developed certain devices 

which have been appropriated for use by subsequent poets. 

Most of these devices were appropriated fey Longfellow* Hia-

watha does not start £& Bttflfafcff, XS& tot h8S *a beginning, a 

middle, and an end" as favored by Aristotle. The invocation 

to the muse and the statement of the epic purpose were merged 

in the Introduction of Hiawatha.. The following nay be con** 

sidered His® invocation to the iwasei 

Ye whose hearts are fresh and simple, 
mo have faith in Cod and Nature, 
Who believe, that in all ages 
Every human heart is huaan * # « • * » * * « • * • * * * » * * * 

Listen to this simple story. 
To this Song of Hiawathai 83 

82 . 
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The purpose is stated la like manner: 

fher© lie sang of Hiawatha, 
Sang the Song of Hiawatha, 
Sang Ms wondrous b i r th and being, 

J3cv he played and how he fasted, 
How he lived, and tolled*.and suffered, 
That the tribes of men might prosper. 
That he might advance his people5 OH 

The plot is characteristic of the epic. It unfolds gradually, 

yet expands to include episodes that enbellish and aispllfy 

the thetae» 

Mother #pie device is tiie us® of ©pie catalogues and 

descriptions, such as Homer' s catalogues of the ships in the ; 

^iiadf f m m * a description of the Christian and pagan heroes, 

and Milton's description of the hosts of Christ and of Satan* 

Longfellow made use of this device in several places in Ha* 

watha. for example, In Canto VII, "Hiawatha's Sailing," 

where h# emuaerated all the materials that went into the • 

building of the Birch Canoe. The description of the Birch 

Canoe is as follows* 

Thus the Birch Canoe was builded 
Zn the valley, by the river, 
la the bosom of the forest | 
And the forest*s life was in it, 
All its »ystery and its magic, 
All the lightness of the Birch-tree, 
All the toughness of the Cedar, 
All the Larch1s supple sinews? 
And it floated on the river 
Like a yellow leaf in Autumn, 
Like a yellow water-lily* 

8*f 

Ibid *« p* 125-

8^Longf@llw, M&xkSf II, 177• 
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By close adherence to the definition, we find that 

Hiawatha has organic unity from the interwoven legends of 

the primitive race. The action moves steadily forward, 

harmoniously blending the episodes into the main action* 

The theme is mighty in its scope to extend beyond the cir-

cumstances of an individual and encompass a whole race. The 

subject matter is derived from history and anthology. The 

culture hero is endowed vith dignity, and supernatural agents 

are introduced to create the elestent of the marvelous. The 

whole is arranged to emphasize the eonnun&l struggle which 

leads to the final catastrophe, the decline and fall of the 

Indian race* 



CHAPTER ? 

CONCLUSION 

froa the time Longfellow wrote la his diary that he had 

"hit upon a plan* to Wweave together" the beautiful traditions 

of the American Indians Into a "whole t * HiawathaT the "Indian 

Bdda*—as he Galled it—began to take a definite shape, fhe 

adventures of the hero, % kind of American Prometheus," was 

for® *the theme,*1 With a truly American background as the 

setting, Longfellow proposed to write a poem founded on a tra-

dition of a ^personage of Miraculous birth who was seat among 

the ITorth American Indians to clear their rivers, forests, and 

fishing-grounds, and to teach them the arts of peace#11 By 

limiting the legendary material to the *ltorth American Indians,*1 

Longfellow evidently felt secure in felt belief that he had ac-

cess to authentic source® In the recorded studies of the In-

dian race which had been compiled by Schoolcraft, fanner, and 

Heckewelder. 

Such a "personage,* as Longfellow sought to make his hero, 

was known among many different tribes. Longfellow followed the 

Algonquin legends ©f the hero, Manabozho, but substituted the 

euphonious name of *'Hiawatha" for Manabozho, thinking the two 

names were used to identify the same person. He selected the 

n 
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soft In te res t ing of the Manaborho cycle of legends9 but 

omitted those t ha t shoved the t r i c k s t e r elenent, which was 

contrary to th© impression of dignity and seriousness that 

he wished to c rea te for M s cul ture her®* Howrrer, he i n t r o -

duced his her© through legendary material that was not con-

nected with the Ma&abozho legend i n say my* In f a c t , l i t t l e 

of the actual Manatebzho legend was used» Longfellow's treat* 

laent of the hero and his artistic selection ©f legends that 

reflected the typical experiences of the Indian's Hfe seeaei 

to Indicate t ha t he w s interested mainly in the epic-element, 

the "saga of a legendary hero sent as ft benefactor to the 

American Indians.1* 

Bayard Taylor had been pa r t i cu l a r ly impressed with Long-

fellow^ s k i l l i n representing the **purely poetical aspects 

of Indian l i f e and t r a d i t i o n " hy eliminating or hiding tha t 

which vas "gross and repuls ive , yet without destroying the 
1 

f i d e l i t y of the p i c tu r e . " 

M&vatha was published in 1855, Mid In Longfellow*s mm 

words, i t sad© some "sensation,11 Several years before» Edgar 

Allan Poe, Margaret Fuller, and Williaa Gilmere Slums had led 

an attach accusing Longfellow of l̂aitatloa" and "plagiarism,* 

and t h i s Immediate success and populari ty of Hiyftlfel caused 

1 
Manuel Longfellow, SSS£Z MMVPTMl H , 26^. 
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sos# newspapers and periodicals to sake "bold and bitter* 

charges, Longfellow was accused of imitation and of having 

•transferred not only the meter but also some of the in-

cident sw from the Finnish epic, Kalevala. to bis poem with-* 

out proper acknowledgment• Longfellow did not refute the 

charges publicly, but he did explain to his friends that fee :• 

could prove M s story by legendary accounts, m & if they did 

resemble the Finnish epic it was - justifiable since Hiawatha 

and the Kalevala were both based upon legendary materials, 

each relating the legends of the race it reflected,# The met®? 

cosmos to both was peculiarly suited to the expressioa of & 

primitive race in narration, chants, and songs* the Kalgyfllfl, 

in comparison, is merely a string of older and newer epic 

lays arranged chronologically, as far its possible, with V m 
2 

presence of Wainamoinen as the only unity. 

The critical e valuations, as shown ink Chapter II, reflect 

the reception and popularity of Hiawatha from its publica-

tion to the present time. The first burst of "abusive* criti-

cism was quickly overshadoved by phenomenal popularity at hoae 

m € abroad. Many critics praised Hiawatha during Longfellow1® 

lifetime. It was called "a truly indigenous American epic," 

«a forest epic," ^superior to all other attempts at epic treat 

merit ©f Indian legends," "an epic of our Indian life,'1 and wth© 

2 
Andrew fang, Homer and the Eplct p. *fl*f, 



only attempt worthy of Its name to portray the amidst 

M s native surroundings*« Hiawatha, the hero, wis compared 

to a "semi-divine personage like Buddha in the Hindu aythol* 

ogy and Prometheus in Grecian.* It is evident that the early 

critics were aware of the epic-like qualities of Hiawatha, 

but not too concerned with classifying it as an epic since 

its popularity seemed to assure it a prominent place in the 

literature of America# 

Frora Longfellow*§ death until 1933, the critics1 com* 

® e n t s m T • l e a s laudatory * SUKB&2& was variously referred to 

as "poetry, sentiment, Idealisation," "an epic poem which 

paints a romantic picture*" and as "an epic based on the only 

autochthonous American isyths thrust upon the American readers 

hy the flse-Spirit." Longfellow was accused of having "all 

but humanized the deiaigod," "creating his heroes la purity," 

and allowing his descriptions to "supersede plot, characters, 

and action#" 

later critics recognised that Longfellow had done what he 

could for poetry within his own limits. One critic said that 

Longfellow, while ^worshiping the epic go^s afar off, had 

create near at hand the limpid shadowy eagerness of 

flftaMftftfrfl** Another stated that Longfellow had displayed a 

wsuperl» artistic elan la carrying this saall epic to a 

satisfactory close," The criticisms did not differ so much 
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as to whether Hiawatha waa an epic or not, but to what ex* 

tent the epic qualities were notioeable# 

By tracing the development of the epic, oral and writ* 

ten, as in Chapter Ill, the qualities that are characteristic 

of the epic and the devices associated with the epic through 

continued usage were found to be the constant factors upon 

which the definition of the epic Is formulated• Ihe appXlca* 

tlon to Hiawatha of the epic definition in terms of font* 

theae, subject matter, characters, tone, the use of th® super-

natural, and the use of characteristic devices, strengthens 

the thesis that Xongfellow has written an epic# 

Among epics, a m d B t t owes most to the EbMSMMi is 

closest to it in subject matter. The significant difference 

between the two is that the Kalevala, is a folk epic, while 

Hiawatha Is a literary epic$ and the literary treatment of 

folk material Is inevitably lacking In the true quality of 

folk expression which characterises the Kalevala and Beowulf. 

lor have critics considered Hiawatha comparable to the 

greatest literary epics such as the w MMUM X&fil! 

obviously Longfellow's poetic powers were not those of Homer 

or Milton* Possibly the limitations of M s Material eon* 

trlbuted to a less grand style, the primitive quality of 

American Indian civilization lacking the higher literary 

possibilities of the more highly developed civil!eatlone 

represented by Homer or Spenser# 
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Tii® Hiawatha matter is more nearly comparable to the 

Cuchulainn material of Celtic legend, material which perhaps 

represents th© ©pic in an unfinished stag®* Longtellov did, 

in his way, work comparable to what Tennyson H i in hi# treat* 

®ent of the Arthurian material, but without having a Malory 

as an intermediary. 

He has been criticized unfavorably for M s romantielna-

tion of the Indian* and certainly his representation of 

Indian life is different from the Indian as described in con-

temporary anthropological science. let he made use of th# 

standard reference works of M s time, the best available 

literary source material# tad he succeeded in avoiding th# 

two extremes of "noble savage" and "pesky redskin** character-

ization* 

Tt» peculiar trochaic octasyllabic rhythm with its 

"fluid measure" and "cadence to fit the thought11 was appro* 

priate to give the strange Indian words the proper tone of 

epic expression* The theme of pjawatha is mighty in its 

scope to include a whole race, or nation, thus making it 

suitable for an epic. The subject matter is taken from th® 

history of a race and based on the legends of mythology of a 

nation*s culture. The supernatural agencies are "assumed to 

be an existing part of the primitive race," and are used freely 

without eapplanation# Hiawatha is characterized as a demigod, 

Pau-Ptik-Keewis as a demon, and the minor characters are under 
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tb* Influence of tlw Haultons, op guardian spirits* H I are 

representative of the apic. Many ©pic devices, sometimes in 

modified fopn, jrach as the us® of Hosterle similes and meta-

phors, the use of catalogue descriptions, and the ttsa of the 

element of melancholy ar© found in Hiawatha. 

Hiawatha not only fulfill# the requirements ©f th<s 

©pie definition for the general classification of tha epict 

but also, by virtu® of its origin and from 

legendary materials—natural and popular—it meets tb® quail' 

fications of a national, or Aaarican apic. 
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